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By ·Beth Germano

Mem,bers of the UNH Presidential Search
Committee charge that the Board of Trustees
failed to keep communication with Search
Cc?i:nmittee members a_nd gave no reason for
failmg to name a President .
Search Committee members also charge ·
that Kaspar Marking; chancellor of
University System of New Hampshire, vetoed
the candidacy of William Brown, the final
ca~didato,

',Vho

reoei ...,ed

members of the faculty, staff,
'"I'm not mterested in
rehashing · the old search students, and alumni, also
makes the following charges: ·
committee process," he said.
•That fewer than half of the
"If others want to breach the
trust~es ever met a single
confidentiality of the. process,
candidate, and only six of the
they can do so.".
The letter, distributed late 25 -truste_e s saw an the
Wedn·esday afternoon to candidates.
••••--,.-~---:,
· ·

[llilll!!f

••un~nimciu<.:.".

backing from the Search Committee.
There is also ·concern among committee ·
members that.the trustees' were influenced by ·
Marking's move not to sup-port the
·
recommendation of Brown.
"A small ·number of people made a decision
for a large number of people," said- Search
Committee member Herb Stebbins. ""They
(the trustees) reacted fo the recommendation
·
of the Chancellor."
In a letter written and signed by nine of the
17 committee -. members, the trustees are also
charged with failing to allow . the Search
Committee to make a presentation explaining.
their support of Brown.
Chairman of the Board ofTrustees Richard
Morse denied yesterday that he kept
committee members from making a repor:t,
but would not elaborate or comment further
·
on the issue..
·

·.
•
K ap-p a S1gma

•That Mar~mg. stated he-would no! support
B_ro.~n d~~p1te t_he ~?ct that the can~1date wa_s
his best mterv1ew , and t}:te Deans Council
wrote ••a very .s trong letter" in support of
.
.
Brown as Pr~sident.
•That_ the Judg~me~t of the trustees 1s_ nof
!lecessanly more . vahd than ·t~e combmed
Judgement of the Search Committee, faculty,
administrators, staff, students, and alumni.
Marking could not be reached for comment
yesterday because he was attending a
.
conference in RJ10<1t blaml.
Reliable sources close to the trustees and
the committee said Brown ~ithdrew his
· candidacy as the result of -a pho11e call froin
Morse.
According to .Brown, contacted at his office
in W~shington D.C. where he is US deputy
assistant secretary of state for Far Eastern
affairs, he received a call from Morse while on
an overseas trip to Asia. Brown was informed
there was not sufficient support from the
Boa rd of Trustees and ••under the
circumstances" they could not move ahead.
""He asked me what I would like to do," ,
B_rown said. ,""In the interest and harmony of
the University, I withdrew my candidacy."
According to the letter, Search Committee
members were never informed as to why the
Board of Trustees refused to move on their
recommendation of Brown. The committee
had voted 14-4 in Brown's favor. According
to Stuart Shaines, Chairman of the Search
Committee, a final report was prepared to be
· presented at the Sept. 3-0 trustees meeting. _·
"'The committee diq not receive any
response from the board to this
recommendation," according to the letter,
"'but we did receive letters telling us we were
now done.· We did hear via the news media
that this candidate · {Brown) had also
'withdrawn."'
According to Search Committee member
William Condon·, the dismissal letters, dated
Sept. 26, were received on Sept. 27, three days
prior to the trnstees meeting. In the . letter,

.

.
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By Dan Landrigan

Kappa ' Sigma fraternity was found guilt-y of
sexual harassment among other· things in a
University Judicial Boa.rd hearing Wednesday
night.
Kappa Sigma violated sections one, four, six
and nine of University Rule number 12.5-3,
Jason Pollard sold pumpkins outside of Town and Campus on
Respect For Qt hers, in an incident where several
Thursday afternoon. Jason, age 14, is the son of Mr and Mrs
brot~ers held up cards with numbers on them to
SEARCH, page 7
·
James Pollard. (Jim Millar~ photo)
pa~ng women.
S~bion one \e-fers to· verbal · taken a long ·time to get that
point across."
abus'e. Section four deals with
"This has been a great
physical or mental harassment.
educational process not only
• Section six is concerned with
for the men . of Kappa Sigma
physical or verbal sexual
"It's not our intention to immediate service.
harassment and section nine · but for the campus in general," By John Ouellette and Barbara
As·h ·. wa·s getting _$80 in
differentiate between student
Ohrstrom ·
says "any other action that Tacy said.
accounts,"
nffn-student
and
for the a·rea three
change
dissatisare
students
UNH
Student
Jeff Onore,
intentionally places a perso_n in
fieB with Durham banking Kenslea said. "There are no community desk, her UNH
fear of physical. hi}rm or which Activities Director, advised
services. Two letters have been student accounts as such in the . work-study job. She said she
is undertaken in reckless Tacy at the hearing.
written to the editor of this bank."
was me! ) wi~h a ~•negative
disregard that harm might · · "I found the whole process
wrote a
Cathleen Ash
One more unsigned
paper.
.
fraternities
occur or that unduly interferes very disturbing, the
page 7
BANK,
letter was dumped on the desk · - letter on_ Oct. 13 complaining
with another student's rights actions, the hearing and the
of Durham ·Bank and Trust's that while she was waiting a
and learning · environment,"
KAPP A SIGMA, page 19 ·
Chief Executive Officer Mike half-hour for change, an older
according _to University rules.
· man walked in and g·ot
Kenslea.
for
penalty
.
The maximum
this offense is suspension and
dismissal.
As punishment ~appa ·
Sigma will have to issue a
public apology, have a.letter of
censure · placed on their By Marya Horsman
by 22, S-lot by the Bookstore compact cars, with . a
temporary record until the end
The Parking and Traffic by eight, G-lot behind Putnam percentage of spaces left for
of the academic year and have Committee has developed
larger cars.
Hall by 28.
to perform a service project program to increase parking by .
· ••we are trying to be sensitive
In addition the lot behind
related to the issue of sexual restriping lots all over campus. Hall will gain IO spaces. and responsive to the needs of a
Barton
harassment. This project will The committee is also studying
The McDaniel Drive lot will broad constituency,." said
be prepared in -conjunction the feasibility of building a
David Flanders, chairman of
gain 90 spaces.
with - Nancy Schroeder, parking garage over O and S
Both faculty and commuters the Parking and Traffic
assistant Dean of Students.
lots near the Bookstore. They will benefit from the increased C9mmittee and director of
Both the apology and the are developing a questionnaire
VNH Homecoming weeknumber of spaces.
Public Safety. Both faculty and
service project are classified as to solicit information from the
end began with bon fire .
'"Parking for students -is commµters feel · the parking
"minor penalties" in University campus . community about
Thursday night. See story,
tremendously deficient," said crunch.
rules. The apology is not listed what they feel are important
page 15.
••1 ·often work at home ih the
Carol Bergstrom, assistant
in the rules.
·
parking issues.
director of Public Safety.
mornings," said . Professor
Calendar .................. _page 5
"Rating people · is showing -. The lots will gain over 200
Last fall Bergstrom, · in J.o h n V o 11 , a · fa u I t y
................ page 21
Classified
great disrespect" said UNH spa,c es f:om the restri'ping. Cconjunction with Public representative to the
Comics ................... page 18
Domesti-c Exchange Coordin- lot behmd Huddleston, will _
Safety, began a study of all Committee.
· Editorial ................. page 12
ator Carolyn . Tacy, the person increase by 41 spaces, ' H-lot
""By the time I come in for my
University parking lots to
Features .............page 15,16
who brought the charges behind New Hampshire Hall
how they could .. be 11 a.m. class~ the lot may be
decide
.................... page 6
Notices
against Kappa Sigma. "It's by _13, .P-lot behind Parsons
redesigned to fit more cars. The
_Sp~rts .._............. pages 23,24
been a long process and ifs . .Hall .by six,. R-Jot, Ballard St.
lo.ts will be.restriped to fit more . _P ARKJNJi,__page 19

Ballking: a student ·problem

Parking spaces to increase
a

c
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A daJ in the life of Ron · Christie
By Katherine O'Connell
complexity.
....There are . usually two mind when people are curious. that but it's their problem, " _he Second in a two part series.
··r also have to wear a special questions everyone . a~ks me I like to see people react rather says.
Christie resents people
Ron Cristie is a· 39 year old brace around my stomach in · before they feel comfortable. than stay silent.
who pity him, but he is realistic
non-traditional student. But he order to breath cofrectly and
What ·happe·n ed iq you and will
'"I hate when older . people a bout trying to make everyone
is non-traditional in more than keep my blood pressure up," he .. you ever be able to walk," he come up to me and say 'poor realize that the handicapped
one sense. He is c;1 quadraplegic says .....The brace holds in my
explajns. --1 don't mind telling dear'. Usually it's little old are not deficient.
.
confined to a wheelchair.
abdomen where I don't have
people. If I did mind, I would ladies and it irks me. I don't
O'Connell · says, .... Ron
Christie has four aids, stomach musc(es so that my
still be back where I was 24 encourage people when they do always_ says · that he's just a
·personalcareattendants',who lungs can breathe more
years- ago when I really hadn't that. I just ·turn away. I say to
take care of his needs. They efficiently. The brace also
accepted my handicap. I don't myself it's too bad they feel like CHRISTIE, page 18
wash; dress and prepare his keeps . my blood from pooling
meals, although Christie does in my stomach.
~
his own grocery shopping. .
--My aids usually" get me
They also do household_chores ready for bed about 9:30· p.m.
under his management.
and then I 'II stay up studying,
A typical day for ·Christie .reading, or talking on the
begins at 7 a.m. Every morning phune until about midnight. I
By Kris Si:iow
It had a responsibility to do
.... They are willing to invest
he must prepare for the l'-landi- always have something on iny
time and money into the
· Nancy Schroeder would like more."
Van which picks him .up in mind. Us11ally I worry about
UNH to be "a university for
UN H already h~d its Rape prngrarn. instead of just saying;
Dover. ,
•
.. .
· · my responsibility at home. _I
women and men."
.
Task Force, Schroeder said, 'Great, we're glad you're
--1 have a · neiglibol · who like to keep my place nice."
· Arid as Assistant Dean of but its lack of support was a interested, go do it on your ·
comes i.n when I wake. up,"
Larry Gag-ne, a UNH
Students, Schroeder said she is limitation.
--,.,---·- own." Sc·hoeder said.·
Chri s tie 's,i::is. ·•She' li;ies "ilp all .grnduutc who livcB in Dover is
in a _. position w help UNI:i
"With -SIIARP we have a
J_
ea11r1e We_tne r by, assist:am
my drinks and we sit~·n.~~shoot one of Ron's aids.
· become such a school.
group of very interested people chap·lain to the University at St.
the breeze_ for a whiJe: t -Then "Initially . we _were both
·"The · st~dent body -_ is
working ,together: · We have Thorn.as · More - Chu-rch, .. a
one of fu is ;,a ids" coin£ .$ if7:30 ernbarassed ~ntilwe _h ad done
appwximately 55 percent ,, both financial and ,emotional member of the SHARP ·
a.m~- to bathe and help him things a few times., " he said.
women and the University support," she _said.
' committee, said Schroeder is .... a
· . ,.:,
·
··Ron is a modest ,person~ B.ut -must be responsive to their
dress.,, ·
Schroeder said her role as creative, open person . who
· · ;~asbii!i r~Jrn~{Ctit~~ i~ is to . now we have a good time . He is
needs," said Schroeder, a coordinator of SHARP is makes people feel as though she
get out of bed with his Hoyer an: easy person to get along
slender woman with curly ' . ref I e ct iv e 6 f U N H's respects them." .._
.
lift. .
~-?i;. .
with; althmigh sometimes he is
auburn hair an 9_bright" blue --· commitment" becaus.e it .is an
· .... She gets- things : done . iri ·a
offshoot'. of her . pcAition as . '
.
~ ,,. - -, - .
eyes.
1
. SCHROEDER, _page 20
.
a_ss1··s tant dea· n.
m~-J b~,t t?J\W~rt~l !
~~\~t~tl·u~~~~~ri~!~i~erst~~!
One-' of Schroeder's ppmary
straps attached
thelift~which superficial, I would keep on
concerns is· women's safety at
-·,fit ' / under my ..knees: and' . visiting Ron even if I stopped
UNH. As director of the Sexual
sh.oud.lers," he explained! J'The working for him . · Lots of his
Harassment and Rape
lift is jaeked up so it lifts me off aids .c ome back to yisit." .
Prevention . (SHARP) prothtfbed., Jf pullsmeupand -back
: Another aid There .sa
gram, and a member of the
over m-y' wheelchai·r ;~rn'd i i "'p ush . ,,O'.Connell, -a 1seniwrrcnnununi- --President's Commission on the .
a button which lets me down catiqns majo·r said, "Ron has a · Status of Women, Schroeder
into the chair." Ron speaks of real good disposition. He has
emphasized the need for ·
this daily p-r.ocedure. with a a good outlook on life and .is
awareness ofcertain issues.
factual ~anner that belies its easy going. His mother d_ied
--women's needs are . often
last year and this is his first year
more . easily recognized by
on his own and he does so well.
women," she said, citing an
I don't think of him as being advantage of her role ; ·as - a
haridicapped 'or deficient in any
woman·· d.ean ..... But as'' soon as
way."
·
· · an issue . is. raised my ·maJe
.... Everyone on campus is very
colleagues are completely
·kind," Chtistie says. --1 can
responsrve and ·supportive;'
never open ·the door myself.
Schroeder's interest in the
There is always somebo_dy-who
prevention of sexual assault
seems to open it for me . .But I · and rape developed during her
can Jee! it right off when
first year as Assistant Dean of
· someone is uncorrifortable
Students in 1981.
.
around ·me. They don't kriow
--1 didn't come to UNH on a
. what to do or how to react. But
crusade with an axe to grind,"
they could just go ahead and -Schroeder said. ....Like most
-.react. We don't bite. I guess
women, I kept the is~ues of rape
they see my chair and do-ri't
and . sexual assault at arm's
know what to say. I usually try
length.".
to make a joke and in a few
.... But when a few freshmen
minutes I can usually break the
women spoke ·with me about
barrier. When they see I can
withdrawing, and. it turned out
Assistant Dean Nancy Shroeder of the Dean of Students respond, then they forget t~at
they'd been assaulted, I realized . O(fice. (Wa!ne Makechnie photo) .
l'm in a wheelchair.
the U ni.versity could do more. ,
RON CHRISTIE

· For Schroeder

Women's safety comes first

to

l~~!!~ .
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Dorms to hold raffle

w·EITHER

The President is expected to sign the
legislation ,into law within the next few
.
days. The bill, which commemorates the
,
· .
·
. .
· - -- .-.-- .
.
. -.
1 · · ·1 · ht I d , b .· t.h d
d Sawyer and Smith Halls will be
The National Weather Service
Will
O
:tn~ivi ;ig b s ea ;~ s2t
dass~ . conducting
benefit raffle for the New predicts sunny ikies with highs in the 50s.
.
_. . ·
•
e
e~a e Y a · ~
vo ~
espi eHampshire Chapter of the Arthritis Friday night calls for- clear skies and
T.hree A mencan
scientists won the accusations by Sen. Jesse Helms(R-N.C.)F.
d ·t· · T. k t - - ·11
t $'I
d. t
·
t.
· th
·d 20
I
"O
·
· Ph ·
d Ch · .·
h· • K'
·.
•. .
oun a ion.
1c e s w1 cos . _ an empera ures m e m1 - s to ow ~1 _ s.
N o b e I P nze
m
ys1cs an
emistry, t aL mg was a commumst.
d
-11
tO f d
d s
d
h.
Id · b
f ·
· h
ma kin it the first time since 1976 that
pro':ee_ s Wt go
~n progr~ms an
at u r a Y ~ o u
. e
a Ir w It
Ameri~a has swept -the Nobel Science
services ·the fol!~dat1on pr:ov1des . ~or temperatures m the m1d-50s to low 60s.
Awards. - _ . · ·. . . . ·
·
.
.
140,0_0_0 -~H c1t1ze_ns affhcted with
. Subrahamanyan Chandrasekar of the '
ar th ntis,
· University of Chicago anp William·-----.
·
·
·
_ (-~ ~ < ~~~\
Fowler of .the California Institute of
. Ten prize~ will b~ awarded includi~g
Technology shared the Nobel Prize in
_the grand pnze, a tnp for two to Atlantic t
Physics for their work on the evolution of
City. Tickets are on sak through Nov. 16
s_tars. Henry · Taube of Stanford ·
and winners will be drawn ,on Nov. 17
. University won the Chemistry prize for
between I0a.m. and 2 p.m . on WHEB. To .
purchase tickets contact 1·homas S_oden,
his work on subatomic particles called ·
ions .
George McGover~. a candidate fort.he 112 Sawyer. ·
Democratic _ Presidential Nomination,"
will be at UN Hon Oct. 26. The three-term
South Dakota Senator will speak in the
Everett B. Sackett, a former .UN H Dean
Strafford Room of the M UR_at 4 p.m._·
of Liberal Arts and five term state
·
McGovern was the . Democratic
legislator died Wednesday at WentworthThe U.S. Sen ate gave fin a I Presidential candidate in '197-2. The talk is
Three · students were elected at the Dquglass Hospital of respiratory and
Congressional appnwai to a bill that will sponsored by the Democr~tic Student Durham Democratic -Caucus, two as · ca r9iac arrest. He )\/.as 82.
.
·
· create a national holiday in bonor of Dr. Organization and is free and open to·thealternates .and one as a delegate to the . A public memorial service will be held
.
--------'- - - -- --

,

·A
· mer1cans
· •
· • N beJs .

:y,

a

LOCAL

l '; "-:;, -~ ~ - \;

· <>·;-~~;'"'

McGovern to
visit ·u.N H

OBITUARY

NATION.AL

King holiday passes.

. Martin 7 uthe~-i~ -~~r:~~'.6. L ;''
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Kari~ Vall slled :
for $150 ,000
claimed he ran the red light. It
By Michelle Evans
A $150 ,000 suit is being definitely was a prevent~ble
brought against UNH for accident."
damages in a March 9 ~ 1983 - Kilbride said the accident
accident involving a Kari-Van will ,be bad for Kari-Van
bus driver and a New Castle publicity. "People.drive by and
see the Bluebird Kari-Van bus
coupk.
·
The suit was filed October 12 with a crunched-up-ca r next to
against the State of New it. ll doesn't matter ·thafthey
Hampshire, the University, and don't know what happened."
Kilbride attributed the delay
driver David Di-c k of Durham.
Charles and _ Mary Cullen between the accident and the
sustained injuries when their' filing of the suit to the long
car collided -with the Kari-Van healing · process of Charles
at the intersection of Middle Cullen, w_ho suffered, among
and State " Streets in
P ortsmouth. KA~I-VAN, ,page 10
They are charging Dick with
"
·
•
negligence, alleging that he
went through a reo light at_the
intersection. The police report _
of the incident, filed by Officer
David -Hartzell, charges · Dick
with a red light viotation.
· The amourit of money asked
for is not an unusual amount,
according to Attorney Thomas
Flygare, -who oversees · legal
:(
•affairs for ·the University.
,
_ It is not an extraordinary · ·By Robin Peters
-am~upt at this stage of the
Although -UN H's Admis'."' ·
. suit," Flygare said.
sions Office is recruiting
He will npt be r~presenting . minority students they
. the University in the case. That comprise only 1.05 percent of
appQintmcnt will be nandlt:d by UN H's s1uderit _body according ·
the University's insura-nce firm : to John Kraus, interim director
Nancy Kilbride, director of of institutional research.
Kari-Van -Services, described
The number rriay be low
the accident as·••unfortunate ". . because UN H lacks cultural
.. There have been c.ontinuous -diversity, said Phyllis Brown,
investigations," Kilbride said. · . Hetzel Hall Resid~nt Di~ect<;>r.
.. David drove into Portsmouth "_
To hel_p retam m1nonty
with a load of 35· people- they ,~ stu~ents_ and keep ~he~ fr<?in _
'·
- \': t~elmg, •~·olc!te,9.. t~.e _M.1por~tY
. Awareness Committee (MAC)
has been formed.

Despite -recr~its .

·uNH skiers Steve Poulin and Joe Miles gained an unprecedented 5th place in last year's NCAA
championships. (Rob Bossi p~oto)

_

-.

_ - .
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Seab rook subje ct of deba te
By Michael J. Ri!ey
NH Governor John.Sununu
and presidential.can didate US
Sen. Alan Cranston ( D-Calif.)
will debate the economics and
safetf of the Seabrook Nuclear
Power Plant - on Friday,
October 28 'a t 5 or 5:30 p.m. in
the Channel 11 television
studio.
The 30 minute debate will be
broadcast live via closed circuit
in the MU B's Seac·o ast lounge.
_ -S.un.unu's backers issued a
··st~te-m~Al saying that the ..
gov'e'rrior would welcome the
oppo-rtunity to debate the topic
. with any overnor or ma· or

presidential candidate.
~ four-minute cJosing state•• All the other candidates had ments.
_
the ' op1portunity..: " said
Cranston suggested UNH as
Cranston's NH -_ c~mpaign a possible s_ite. Channel 11 took
director Phil - Grandmaison. the initiative to contact both
.. We agreed to acce.p t the v-ague participants and offer th,e ir
challenge. If all goes well, the stugio, according to· Grandsenator will come speak to maison. / -- _
viewers after the debate."
The Democratic Stude-nt
The debate _will follow a - . Organization is spons'o ring the
traditional format: four minute debate as an .. unbiased
opening · stateµ1ents by each _ organization that wants to help
partici,pant, two questions SU p_po r,t a II ca ndtda tes,,,
pos~d , by each, four -replies acc,ording to DSO Colimited to ninety s~conds a~d Chairperson J oh·n Steven. ·

M,1·nor1· t·_y-, stud·- en,t s

are , £ew·· .1

Jackso ll 'S style critic ized
By Reina Kay Mensh

,JESSE JACKSON

Young. Repuoficans called
the Rev. Jesse Jackson's style
abrasive, ineffective, and
confrontational rather than
• coope;ative in reference to the
Jacks.on instigaJed student
march October 13.
Co-chairman 'of the New
Hampshire " 1Young Republicans. (YR), David Colburn
said. "-Jackson deliberately
created a situation to get the
media. , He was looking for
cheap headlines. a piece of the
action.
·•1t is standard practice for
political parties or candidates
to want to encourage people to

vote. It is not standard practice
to march nundreds of students
on city ha:ll knowing they
would not be , prepared to
register . .,
· The UNH Democratic
Student Organization (DSO).
aefended Jackson ·s march,
say1ng it was exhilarating and
motivating,
Jackson led : hundreds of
students downtown to register
but was stopped by the
Supervisors of Checklist who
regulate voting registration
procedures auhe town hall and
told that students would need a
birth certificate or passport to
prove their U.S. citizenship.

··Jackson came to speak on
an issue concerning everyone,"
said DSO co::.chairman John
Stephens. ••There is apathy on
this - campus. We need
something to get rid of this
cynicism toward politics, and if
this steered people up, got them
motivated, there ·shoul.d be
more events like it."
NH --voung - Republican
Chairman Roy Chagnon
agreed that Jackson's pu rpose
was good. but objected to the
styte and substance of the
man;h calling_it a throw back to
the sixties politics.
1

JACKSON, page 5

PHYLLIS BROW-N

Cindy Garthwaite. a MAC
organizer and Area II
Coordinator, said, •·we have to .
make it more comfortable for .
people who aren't white. We'll
be- ma'king all of education a
By Steve McGilvary
below the -national average, working against, Governor .. Bringing salaries _up to the little broader and better" by
Interim UNH · President said there were ··no additional John Sununu's original . nation~! average is always our doing that.· Gordon· Haaland expressed dollars available" to increase recommendati on of -••1evel objective," Chase said.
The 20 member committee-is
agreement with a September 30 thosesalariesfo rthisacademic (zero) funding" for the
According to Shepard's '\.vorking to educate the UNH
Faculty Council letter sent to year. According to Haaland , a
approximate calculations, ca·mpus a bout minori~ies
University.
· him- to protest this year's 4 .5 study is currently under way to
Chase said the Trustees are -UNH faculty ne~d a 10 percent through programming.
percent increase in salaries and ·•compare and analyze" the ••unsure" of their ability to increase in salary to reach the
.. We set up a _workshop at
benefits.
present salaries of faculty in announce salary guidelines for ·-national average for faculty Freshman Orientation and
The purpose of the open respect to rank. time in rank,
1984-85 by the end of _this pay .. .. It's not an impossible prese,nted · •Bill Cosby on
letter was to mak_e- public the area of · discipline . .- salaries academic year. as the Faculty" goal," Shepard said.
Prejudice." Garthwaite said.
fact that faculty compensation offered by other New England Council letter requested. ••we •· According to Shepard, the _ .. We were hoping to reach a lot ,
at UN His low in comparison to colleges and national must first find out what faculty would like to see the of freshmen. ,_.
other regional and national institutions, and cost of living appropriated funds will be Trustees and Administration
M{\C will · be performing
institutions. according to increases .
available in State Govern- publicly announce such a goal. Scenes of American Life, a
F·aculty Council member
Shepard said an early response black production written by
University System of NH
ment," Chase said.
Harvey Shepard. UNH faculty Board of_Trustees member J~re
Part of the letter which, put .. would have a positive effect on UN H professor Thylias Morse. :
are paid 20 percent below the Cha~e said the 4.5 ~~rcent r~1se -••doubt ~n the stre_n~th of the faculty."
Although all cast members will
national average for professor's was not agequate. Accord mg ,- -Trustees and Admm1stratton 's
Many UNH faculty
be black, anyone can get
salaries Shepard said.
to Chase, the Trustees secured l,-?' commitment to improving the , -members support the Faculty involved.
Haaland. _ wh9 agreed that as n:iuch money fro~ the S!_~te ~'-ec_onomic status of its faculty."
_faculty __ §alaries _c3,t:_ J-l~!"I- -~r~ _ _!-eg1sJ~-ture as pos~1bJe _wh_de ____ was called· ~•unfair~• -by Chase. _SALARY,_,page 18 _
MINORITY., -pa-g e-11- - -

Haal an.d agree s ·with salar y prote st
I

[H.EiNEW,-HAMPSHIRE-i.FRJOAY.,
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·.O ld_:rese.airL_.,-..."'.~~,..,~d false: pigs
-·tw

, :By Katharine O'C.onnell

With nq ,n~Jl;IJ~l:iwells.
ater ' .. 7f~~ker _' h·a s :~orked . at :an ' 'evid"en~e tO ~_pp~ort his the'sis. ~:logyy: '-gives '.- dues ,"',; to,.,' .b oth<
The facts don't lie. said Dr. ·w.oJiktdiave ,; had to .;,have "been '. ~rchaeQlogical _-1aborattiry ., at
Ht!cker\ bo·ne suryey of the '. relig,ieu·s . and · e.c o n_o rri,i;c
· Howard fl$!cke~ • .Egyptians at carted by donkey. over great -_ Teli. El~Amarmi since· 1982,. lie site · also · indicated" ' that ·: the practi'c;es: . •~ .I n . .the·,. p,a_~-t.
•
; T~lr'JI-A~aiha 'were ·eating · - distances,'the said.•·, 1 "- • :
was the.first bone speciaiiston Egyptians hacfbpth dogs ·artd , -Egyptian. archaeologists, ha,ve .•.
pigS.;"Egyp'foin ''at2haeolbgists
., Wowever)-,SO ·per-cent o(- the .; the , site, ,known i~ priµistoric . rodents, .Hatchet_-1:iki! ma'rRings thrown out , tons of d'ebris
on bones showed ··dog-chewing withoutexamining:it for :bo-nes.
; who deny that th_eir ancients bones excayated wer~ of'p.ig. ··.1 ; t~ine_s {lS •• Ak~etaten. .. , . . .
bl!Jf,_h~r~d p._ig,s ,(re, ~TWJg ., W't1~ ft~ping_·.th¢ distributioh oJ . ·,: His goal in Egypt ·-w a~do and rodeo.( nibb_ling," said . We have· a lot , .of valuable
' ac(;w r.d 1ng,, ,,Jo, .• h l,S, ., x~c;f,·PJ .pig• ,b\).~es oyef the entire site, det_~:rq1ine th.e . orig(ns _ of Hecker.
- .
· information.",, .
.r: !
fincl.ings . . , , , ·,· (
, •i i>·. arid;·bp:nei{ from ·alf-patts o(the . .an.imai .domestication: At Tell .
Heckei , said . 'h.is ·work
,••use of 1-iterary. :. referen,ces
Dr. Howard Hecker, a pig; fl ~ -~iL sta,g~~--:of life which . -EI-Amarna he wantea to:trace - unco'verecf -bones which alone ·can be>: misleading," 'he
Midd'le < Eastern, --prehistoric•· indkated that-not only were the . the fl.ow ~n and out of the city of co.rrobor~t.e~ with n:mrats of ' said . . ••Bones 0can7t ·reveal, all
zooarchaeologis-t~' spoke in 1the Egyp-tians "eati,ng pig, but t,hey · ariimal product~ what ani"i:t:tals Egyptian' 'butchering prac'tices. · there is "to know.; but . th~y
· Fm:.~im Room: of ·th'e Hbrary :were ,rajsing ·pig.'' 1-Iecker said. were raised. what cooking and : Hi~ c;1n~lysis of hind-'limb bbnes shouldn't pe ignored . They can
Mo~d~y ni.gl\t-in a t~lk entJt,l.e d 1 , . .. W~_· e~~~ h?d : the :so~l tested f b~utebe:~i-n-g, __ pFact,ic_es,·: ".'•~r-e .:. :/ fVC~l¢.9 <,fl;~~~J,. "'~~<?P.~! }q.~ t give a lot ·of .information -to
.. Brmgmg Horne tne Bac·on·". · · and· , dis-covered -.. ascand eggs: r common and class d.1fferences correlate · w1 t.n Egy·"pt1an · supp.ort textual sources . and
Sponsored by the Anthropo- pa_ra~it~~-~pplmo.nJ >nlytopigs ;: in , animal . coi-lsu·rt.1-p;t,io,n pe_tro.glyphs (dra_wings) which artistic- -render·i ngs lik~ , any
. logy Club, Hecker said his most ~ and ' ftumans::
· ·
· · · : · ::-practices.
·; ;·" · :depict butchering customs.
other . archaeologically deriyed
: , .
: -impor;tantdi:sc~yery:wa,s.of,+g
. A~,:a :P,PYSifal ~~c-ha~ologist. f Akhetaten. Hecker saiq; -\vM ··"°-.;., 1-t is ·i,mportant to r_emember . materials.''. _ _
· : bones on · the site of Tell d i'.l'- . H~c.~eh ~sc;1iq✓ he specializes in ·t: a worker's city 'oP befw~n :, said .- Hecker, that zooarchaeo; Am'a ma ;frdEgyptians,J.w.e-r e ..the, j t duality -: of st.ones and i ;50.000 to 70,000 people-; •ftt,ii a.,.,,.,-,
-~
.
.
. s up ·p os!!d , to ab ti-or _the , bones". Zooarchaeology. a -:_· time capsule~where •hqrizonfaf;,.,~:- ~
• 1··-:'
,; co'nsum'pfion '.l:,fa '. pi~f ·he' ?aid: · ·su·b disc,p·line ,, of archaeology : arc-hae~logy' or . 1ihtra.~-s •i fe ,.
!
-·. ••eased on t~xtual ~v1depc~, the onlx . s1n~e __World War II. \- compansonsonac1ty -scate:can . /.,?..
..
}
_ . .. .
. ; , -- .
~ pig ·was 'nof eaten. - Pigs -~re -:captti'rf4 · his atte11fion as a ~ be easily JTlade. Because'the ·SJt_e-~:~~
- .•
,\
.
: rarely depicted in domestic ' 'gra~uat~··.stud__ e_n_t'a_t__c _olu_mb~a wa~ occupied foronly-fiit~M_
;_~-8\_._
scenes and were · often · Umve r-~1ty ,. b~cavse.;-__ .of. . his ,·,, twenty years and nev.er >>~
.
-. ·;'·
·. . . · · . , ..
connected with Set. rhe evil interest" in,'· organic· materials. reoccupied you can ': cogi:pare . r .. .
·· • . -- ---- · .
'"
-god;·, Y eH ~·wa.s:finding pi~:tmd : ••Bqne,~ wer~/ qrganic :arid. they one part of the site toanyother
By-Maggi~ McKowen " . ,;· , women in · the Air ·-Force who
-· lots of it.~•
. ; ' _ · ~ir,1b/'. ''. began to grow ,on me ... Hecker part. It is virgin soil. There are
Pea.se Air Force b~se w1H pe call ~~ems~lves .p,eace :makers ...
.. , · -~
,- . ,.
-..d A
i. ·
· • ·
•
the
t of
t
l
. ,., The · Pease· , demonstration,
. figsa·t e'··p-oqris-we~terf'{a,fid :_· sa1 ·_:t~f nytutng t~at bes_,hke a no time variables because the
· SI e
. an a.n I nuc ~ar · which will sfart .at Tl a.m:"on
would' 'ha'.ve:ibeen·diffi-ciilt·· ::a'hd/ fantp and d0es nbt ta-lk back is city existed at only one moment . demon st ration on Satu_rda:}\_ · the', ·grass_. -_ mall 10_, front ; o_f
im~a~tical ~o raise
i~ my _dq!ll;iin...
in time."
. ·,, ,, . <,'::, ~ A[ranged by the ~o~ts~o~th
.
.
,
Arid desert conditions also
based group, Action For -~ A . · ~.e ase's ffiain ' ga(e· ori ' the
······•·
·v
' ·
· - ,
••make prese,{v.a~tio~ i:ncrei'l i~ ~:\N'.¥ cl:tar-{ ~e·~- Future, tJ,e Spauldi"ri'g Turnpike, 'is· pad of
ble" . Hecker said . He . · prntest '·WtH be a peaceful. non ~(fqur:..dayseti~sof~efuonstra1
11
1
,~.,, · ., l
: j, ·' •
~ , ' { " · ,-:i,'
•
disco~e.red a mouse head over _ violent act of civil , diso:ije- 'tions in New Hampsh'.ire· and
1
0
':.~at;,_ t~te~. goJt' shirts; ~w~at~tiirt~- 3000 years ~Id. wfrh ·flesh. ~nd, .. ? -i~1_1cs, . ~aid th_e grou'p's t\-1ass~cb.~setts,, . - ._•,.,. ; .. •'
l'c. , Busmess~s. plubs,_or~anizat1ons
whiskers stiH .pai-tially intact. : ,,_. rnf~rmat10n :_coordinator, G!Jy
N?n-~1olent tr~1!11ng _ ~s
Mah y, styles ava1l•~ble
.
Hecker·s ·colleagues disb,e= Ch1cbeste~.
-- . reqmred .o,f -a_ll pa~_t-1C1pants m
,
•·"*;..$l,~\~V ~
· - ·/fC No order tbo!.!~l?o , ij i iCNe~ ~his lhe~ry 9f pig rais_ing,
w_1_ll_. m~k~_ ~ p~rs.~,~al '· ~a,tu rd ay_s. Pe~se _d·e_!llo~stra.
\
111..~ \ \.
=============.:::-.:.:::-_-,:_-_..,._~_ .: ,but ••1 stuck to my g1.4ns, •· he a~d _collective statement. , he , t10n. Trammg sess_1pns,}v1l_l be
' ·"~\\"
L~1~s__ leeve_-_ T_-~hirt__s
·: said. In 1983 a~ imfil perys w,er~ _ _sa!?·
. . ,;
_,
.- _
h~ld t_oda_y at th~h?~:e/ >fR<?Y ·
~
uncovered near the- chapels on ·
W.e '":'lfl commumcate WJ'.t h .. Mornson and Jan Schaffer 111
'
with sleeve printing,_
•· the outskirts of the city, further
the ·. w ~de r . ':Vo rl d_ a ;9 d;_ llA_!,~Y' page~
, , .if , .,
Peter C. Greider
·
'
·
communicate with men and
: '6 03~431-8391 .
:, 3431 Lafayette Road · .
1
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-Feiituring_the,:UNH gymnastic~ teanr

12-?Y-in -1983

and
second .in the East.

>~

.

A;Pulitzer Prize

Winning Drama
spo'!soted in part by tfie Thel!,ter Inn
·i

OCTOBER 27 - NOVEMBER 26
for Resenatiori.-.'and~lnfor~ation: .

7p.m., Friday
Lundholm Gymnasium

.; ---- JA CK SO N-- ---- ----<. ----for,m -pagl 3)
- .(tontinued-

; .. )l
-. ,_

· The DSO critic ized the town
-in its voting . registratio n
procedures . -saying that the
town ·should be more willing to
help students . They also
charged that t_he town shcrnld
act ively recruit people . . ·
The DSO plan to meet with
-Student Body President.J amie·
-· Rock . -a·nd. the Students for the
', University (S FU-}-to discuss the
' possibility of registratio n at the
MUB.
DSO Co~chairpe rson Robin
La Branche .said ~ .. By reaching
out. we affect more people. One
of our main purposes is keeping
people informed, a-nd making it
easy on them to register. There
is no expense that I know of in
setting up tables in -the. MU B."
Colburn said LhaL it would be
much more effective if the town
were - notified ahead of time.
and .asked what method Would
be least dis'ruptiv e · for
.registering a large amount of
· _
··
students.
'"We'd rather do it their way.
, and cooperate instead of
having someone come up and
turn town hall upside down,"
he said . '"In most New
. Hampshire towns · the harder
you push the less cooperatio n
you get."
Mark - Brady. UN H Young
Republica n ch':1irman. criti_cized the DSO idea of setting
up voting registratio n booths in
the ,MU B. ··1f the DSO wants to
set up booths ,in the MlJ B five

.John Sununu and US· Vice
set up once a month for -a
_
Pr_esident George Bush, using - FRIDAY, Ocfobei- lf·,
couple - of hours. ··whe_n
WEEKEND
ING
H~MECOM
ring
co-sponso
and
media
the
something is different. people
debates between Republican
notice . ., he said: .
DEADLIN E: La~t day'.·,to carry ,~ ;;;tth~n-_20J) cr~~jts withou,t
and Democrati c figures .
The supervisor s -of the
academic
Last day to drop courses,o(r-w ithdraw -without
surcharge:
".- ,_ .
. · -·
Brady said. •• As Young .
;,
liability.
checklist said _they .~ill not set:
'
,
get
.
.
to
.
··.,
want
·
we
·
.
ns·
Republica
ESTER
MID-:SEM
up tables on .campus.
EL~IO~T . LE<.TUR~ $~ QN EYO~LUTION: Stev'en Weinberg. '
Young Republica ns say that · people interested by bringing in
bythat
feel
c
W
peakers.
s
mvers1ty.of Texas/ H,atxard, presents' The Beginning ofthe·Wortil.
U
to
ity
it is their . responsibil
Dr. W~inber~ _ received the Nobel Prize for Physics in;. 1979. ·.
sh owing people other aspects
motivate students, not the
, : ,.. '.. . .
_·
,
:30 p.m.
_M-emonal Union, l_
of politics. we can stir them up.
town's.
- the .. .UNH
,Featuri.ng
SE:
SHOWCA
STICSA
(_JYMN_
UNH
their
of
.
out
them
.
a _n d get
Brady said he p'Ians to make
and second in. the East. The
-yea!'
last
undefeated
team,
gymnastics
hibernatio n."
'p eople more aware by bringing
Showcase includes tumbling routines... -acroba'tic feat-s and some of ,
· in speakers such as NH Gov·:
, New _E~gland's to~ gym,nasts. LundhP,lm ..Gym, Fi~ld Hm~se, 7 p.in.
·
.,
Adm1ss10n $J; Student~.$2; l}NH St.\l.d.e nts $1.
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SATURDA Y, October ~2

\

~'j

t<

HO_~ ECOM ING WEE~END : ••2°=0t_ --A UN H, Odyssey" Parade.
.· . _ _,::
. Main St. to Cowell Stadmm, 11: 15ta.,m.
FIELD HOCKEY: Woinenvs. Massachuse tts.-fyie)Jlorial Field. ,12
·
·
-,
noon .
FOOTRA LL: Men vs. Nort'heaster n ..Co~ell Stadiu~. F1eld House,
-._ ..
,
I p.m.
CROSS COpNT_RY: Women v( Upiversity ·.c?f Ma~_~achusetts,
···_
I p.m.
Vermont, URL Field Bouse,
; .)
.
1
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SUNDAY~ October 23

QLD. FAR M_ P, UB
HALL OWEE N PART Y'D
. .J. ~-~--D ancii>t:tg ;,

Bewitc hing Hour 6-8

days a week. people will walk
by after a while." he said. The
towtk should. not have to incur
the 'expense of sendingu·p -a '
. . ;p~id staff person when the
., ,, . .,
1_.,;_'·~1ifwn_ hall is only ten minutes
_ .
, away .

.,

.
-

.

.

_

.

•., () 8 ,)8
N. H ,.--,--1•~I)ovt•r. ,-..
·,
''

- ,.

_MONDAY,-Octob_er ·24
CflANNEL 11 SPECli.XlP REVIEW!& PARTY FOR VIEWERS:
· Everyone who enjoys New Hampshire' PublicTelev1sion is invited to ' a spe~ial p~eview of Channel 11 pr'Bgrams. Votunteers and staff
mem6ers will be present lo answer qu~stions. For--information, 86K. '•
9633 or 868-9692 . 1925 Room, Alumhi _Center, 5-1 p.,m.
DRti drifelN.EOR MATION: Sponsore'.CI by Ecumenical Ministries at
7pm-9pm in the Grafton Room of the MU B. free Admission.

TUESDAY, .October 25

Cash Prize Foi:~The Best Costume.
,, 1. 1;o(•ui.;t~l.

1; ' ·

MUSO FILM SERIES: ·~•The Watermdon Man." -Strafford Room
'
.
.
Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30. p.m. Admission $1.
CONCERT CHOI_R AND CHAMBER CHORUS CONCERT :
Cleveland Howard and Henry Wing, ,directors. J·ohn!_ion Theater,
_. -.' . _
,·
_
· Paul Arts, 8 p.m. _ -. . .-. .
-·
!
•.

_- Join The

-Oc·t.2<) 6pm- lam

~

·

SOCCER: Men vs. Boston University. lewis Field, 3 p.m.
F_AClJ'LTYR ECITAL:P eggyVagts onflute:a-n dRuthEdwa rdson ·
; _
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.E
piano. Johnson
fORMATI ONS
DRAETIN
- - - -.-- . . . - . ~ __ - ._: P'iWs?_red by ct.Pl!-e,nical Minj_st[iesAt
,. ·
7pm-9pm m the Grafton Room of the MUB. Free Admission.

l\lt·mlwri.; ..\rul Gm•sls Onl~-:
·".:..~·:_- - - - - - - - -- - - ---1
, ·,_. - ·~··~• ........""_'·_
i.iiiii.ii~ .__ _ __ .;.;..
Hrady said instead oJiboot,h ·-&:.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiii.iiiii.iiiii.iiiii.iiii

five days_a week, one. should be _

patagonlct.

BUNTI NG SWEA TE-R

Across from the bandstand

·- .··. .

Downtown Exeter
Ea~ ride on Kari-Van

Made from soft, comfort able, 100% polyeste r ·
g fa~ric, classica lly designe d in sw~ate r or
~untin_
··
z1pp~r.Jacke~ styles. Great colors. Mens and ·
women s styles.

PETTEE BROOK LANE

_

c~_.,,.._,__; ,.,.,._;;.,~;; .,._.i~~.~ ~ c a l.~

·

other offer or gif; certilicate. ··-

· 1 •Qpen 12 Noon.To Midni,ht
I.
I . .Untal. ·12:00
A.M-. On _I h~rs.-~Fri. and Sat.
· , ·
Later By Appomtment
I

lDildtrnts Crails
DURHAM

I
I Rese_rvations·Recommended 431-0994
.I - This offe_r may not be c:ombined. -w,tH:any- .

I

Availab le at _

'77a..1417:

.. Exeter; NH.~·i> ·

.

-

~ . . : . . - ~ - - ~ ~ ~ , . . ; : . ,•- ~ - - . , , . ~:"

---~_.,·,,.

-- .,

------------~-~
801102183

__ ,
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THff'""EW HAl\'llPSHIHE 'FRIDAY},~)CTOBER' z1 ~··. ,-9g:r

TAKE A DAY OFF ·FROM. SMOKING
"CONTRACEPTION - CHOICES NOT HOPE":
Sponso.red .b y' Health Education Center.
Workshops present factors that affect ·
contraception choice, types of contraception
availabl~ and communication and responsibility in
relationships,: Sunday, October 23, Lounge,
• ·
Alexander. 8 o :m.

ACAD~MIC
DARTMOUTH MEDICAL SCHOOL
INFORMATIONAL ME ETING: ·Sponsored by
Premedical/ Predental ., Adyi~pry ColJlmitt~e.
Frances Hall, Director of Admissions .and
Financial Aid for Darmouth Medical ·s choo{ wilf
speak about Oartmouth 's., admjssions pr<;>~ess,
interviews, academic requirerne-n ls and·:a:pswer
questions. Wednesday, Ottober ·26, Ro'6ht 13, Floor B, Library, 7 p.m .

NOVEM.BER 17, 1983

COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required. Call 862 -3527 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke· Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non:..USN H personnel. All cour1,es are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated .
. BEGINING TIMESHARING- 1,2: Two-session
course trains users to interact with OECI0 from a
terminal, a skill essential for those needing to
create and edit files or use available app_lication
programs·. Tuesday, October 25 and Thu_rsday,
October 27, -2 _to 4:30 p.m. $4 fee.

a.:,,.

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
UNH SKI TEAM JOG-A-THON : 208-mile fund raising run beginning at Canadian border, Friday,
October 21, 11 . a .m., finishing on Satl:lrday;
October 22 at UNH outdoor track at 12:30 p.m .,
prioc to Homecoming football game.
UNH 6TH ANNUAL HOMECOMING I0,000
M ·ETER ROAD RA_CE: Sponsored by
Recreational sports. Saturday, October 22, UN H
Field House, 9 a.m. Registration forms available in
Rec. Sports Office, Room 15 I, Field Hou~e or
c ·ommutcr/ T1'an sfor C c nt e~ •. M f mo~ial Union.

CAREER ·
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored "by
-career Planning and Placement. For students_:\\1 ho
find it difficult to _schedule regular appointments .
Monday, October 2( Balco ny · Table, Me ~9 rial
·_
.-:>'i
Union, I :30 to 3:30 p.m .
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WDRKSHOP: Sponsored by .Ctryer Plannini · and
Placement. Video, . tape, lecture and discussion
sessions to help students prepa'.re for employment
interviewing. Tuesday, October 25, Forum Room,
·
.
Library, 6 p.m.
CAREER-/ LI FE PL A T':JN -l;NG SUPPORT
G RO U P · F 0 ,R NON·- TR A-D IT I O N A L
STU DENTS: Sponsored by,_ Career Planni_ng and
Placement · a·nd· Counseling ' arid Testing. Learn
· about your interests, skills, and work values in
relation to career/ life decisions. Six week support
group. Thursdays, November- J. to December 15,
Underwood House, Rosemary Lane, noon to 1:30 ·p.m. For more information, call Cynthia Shar _at
·
·
862-~090.

CLUBS AND ORGAN IZATIONS
MICRO ARMOR -THE LEBANESE CONFLICT: Sponsored by Simulations Games Club.
Alan Brice presents today's Mid east crisis in
miniature war-gaming format. No previous
experience · ii:n,. war-gaming required. Friday,
October 2 ( ' - Hillsborough / Su!Hvan Room;
Memorial Union, 6 p.m.
SIMULATION GAMES CLUB MEETING:
Dungeons and dragons, vigilantes and villans,
return of spazmatics. Saturday, October 22,
Carroll/ Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 6 p.. m.
WILDLIFE SO.CIETY MEETING: Discussing
fund raising even'ts, Enyironmental Education
Program, and next trip . New members welcome.
Monday, October 24, Room W4, Pettee Hall. 6:30
.
p .m.
UNH TABLE · TENNIS CLUB MEETLNGS:
Tuesday, October25 and Wednesday, October .2 6,
Games Room, Memorial Union, 8 to I0·p .m.
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA .MEETING :
Wednesday, October26, Room 212, Hewitt, 7 p .m.
Bring $4.50 for November 6 initiation dinner.
GERMAN CLUB MEETING: Discussion of ·
future plans for German · Club. Wednesday,
October 26, German Lounge, Murkland, 7 p.m.
. PROTESTANT STUDENT GATHERING
WEE.KLY MEETING: Anyone looking for fun
and fellowship encouraged to attend. Thursday,
October 27, Forum Room, Library, 7 p.m.
NATIONAL STUTTERING PROJECT
MEETING: Self-help and support group for
people who stutter. NSP will help you to have _fun
communicating and look past · your stuttering.
Learn to stutter with grace. Thursday, October 27,
Room 217, Horton Social Science, 7:30 to 9:.30
p:rn.
HEALTH SERVICES
PEER EDUCATION TRAINING: -Sponsored by
Health Education Center. Sunday , October 23,
.
He~J{oorn, McConnell, 9 a~l!l:. to~ p. m. .
ALCOHOL SURVEY PART 11 - ALCOHOL
.EDUCATION_ PROGRAM: Sponsored by ·
Health Education Center. Discussion of results
from Alcohol Survey Part 11. Monday, October
24, Delta Zeta, 9:30 p.m.

GENERAL
. CREATI V E DRAMA CLASSES: Sponsored by
f'irst Annual Theater Bonanza for Youth . For
students in grades 4-5. Saturdays, October 22 to
November 19 , Room M212, Paul Creative Arts,
10:15 to 11:15 a.m . $15 tuition.
ACTING AND IMPROVISATION: Sponsored
by Fi r.st Annual Theater Bonanza For Youth . For
6-8 grade Students to· explore · pantomime,
character interpretation and scripted si:ene work.
Saturdays, October 22 to November 19, Room
M21 _2; Paul Creative Arts, I to 2:30 p.m . $20
tuition .
. BILLIARDS TOURNAMENT: Sponsored by
Games. Room:/ Student Activiti_es. S _unday
October 23, Games Room, Memorial Union. 11
a.m . ._$ jK!L.MP at Games Room Desk, Memorial
Sbe r> J 6:.: 22-:'-'N o entries accepted after
U niij,~
·
October 22.
MUSO FILM SERIES: "The Watermelon M an."
Sunday, October 23, Strafford Room, Memorial
Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m . $ I admission.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Sponsored
- by Humanities Program . Professor Barbara Tovey
of Philosophy will lecture on Aristotle. Public
invited . Tuesday, October 25, Room 303, James,. t
. 11 a,m. to 12:30 p.m.
STUDENTS FOR PEACE IN .CENTRAL ',
AMERICA SLIDE SHOW: UNH stu.dent relates
experiences of April 1983 fact · finding tour to
Nicaragua. Tuesday, October 25, Senate Room,
Memorial Union, 12:30 p.m . donations accepted .
BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT: Sponsored
by Games Room / Student Activities. Tuesday,
October 25, Hillsborough Room. 6:30 p.m. Sign
up at Games Room Desk, Memoria·1 Union,
October 17-24 . No entries accepted after October
·
24
FOOSBALL (TABLE SOCCER) TOURNAMENT: s ·ponsored by Games Room / Student
Activities. Wednesday, October Lb, Liames Koom,
Memorial Union, 6.:30 p. m. Open to all UN H .
students. Sign up at Games Room Desk, Memo.rial
Union, October 19-25 ._ No entries accepted after
·
October 25.
STU DENTS FOR PEACE IN CENTRAL
AMERICA SLIDESHOW : "Basta Ya!"'
:::,ponsored by S.tudents for Peace in Central
America and Women's Studies . Powerful
· portrayal of daily life of rural and urban Central
American women, Monday. October 31,
Carroll/ Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 7:30
.
p.m.
ACU-I CAMPUS FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT: Sponsored by Games Room / Student
Activities. Wednesday, ~ovember 2, Games
Room, Memorial Union, 6:30 p .m . $ I admission.
Open to all U ~H students. Winners of singles and
doubles competiton qualify for ACU-1 Regional
Tournament held at Boston University, February,
1984 . Sign up in Games Room : Memorial Union.
.October 19 to November I.
"ROSES ·IN DECEMBER": Sponsored by
· Women's Studies Program and Students for Peace
in Central America . Film about Jean. Donovan, a
· religious lay worker, murdered, along with three
Maryknoll nuns. by Salvadoran security forces in
December 1980. Wednesday, October 26, Carroll
Room, Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m.
NATIONAL WOMEN'S HISTORY WEEK
planning committee meeting will be held
Thursday, October 27th at 5:00 p.m . in room 30 I
. Horton Social Science Center. All students, staff,
and faculty interested in planning events for the
week are welcome to attend .

La

Smoker

CATNI P PUB
W elcoming _back

HOMEC OMING
UNH 1983

Schenectady, New York
Students serious about their long·
term career know they need to
impress their next employer. They
also value an education that allows
them to grow into top levels of management. The MBA Program at
UNION COLLEGE offers a balance
between valuable entry level skills
and a broad perspective of the
managerial process. Learning takes
place in a congenial atmosphere of
classes with typically fewer than 20
students. Outside of class faculty
are happy to provide individu·a1
assistance.
At UNION students are encouraged to acquire some depth in
an area of interest to them. With
the Private Sector MBA they-choose
from concentrations in Management Planning and Control, Production Management, International
Management, and Computer Infor-

mation Systems. The core in Health
Systems Administration, one of
three accredited programs in New
York State, prepares students for
an exciting career in the expanding
field of managing the nation's
health services. A core in
Accounting·will be available to
prepare students for a career in
public accounting.
Consider the MBA at UNION,
You may qualify for a partial
tuition waiver or for a graduate
assistantship with a full tuition
waiver and a stipend. GMAT
scores: a good undergraduate GPA
.and three letters of recommendation are required for admission. We
want to make it possible for goodstudents to attend a small, high
quality program without regard to
their financial means.

For information write or call (518) 370-6237
J. Schmee, Director
'
Institute of Administration ancl Management
Union Colle·g e, Schenectady, New Yo.r k ·l2308

Last round for the award of stipends is May 31, 1984.

"_. . _,, _.__-----BANK------ -_____
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The New Hampshire (USPS" 379-280) i~ --Pl!brished~;and·distribµ_ted serni:weekly throughput the academic year. Our offices ~-r,e locateclin 'R0:om .15l of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Dh rham / N.'H,.~0J824". Busfoe~s
Office hour~: Monday- Frida~ I-0 AM-2 P,.M. , Acade'mic ·),earsuJ,scripfion:·
$20.00. Third class postage paid,at Durham, NH 03824. Advertfsers should
check their ads the . first day. T.he New Hampshire will in no ca·se -be
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part of an ·
advertisement· in which a typographical error appears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send . a·d dress changes to The Ne_w
Hampshire, 1·51 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH, 03824. I 1,000 copies per issue.. ·
printed by Journal Tribun~. Biddeford Maine.
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(continued from page 1)
have limited
·~sruderits
,,
,.
a~d
,
.
~ttitude ·from th~tellers.·
customers are no different from
fa feeling of unworth" becallse · fonds," she said. •·They are the problems other customers
more prone to bounce checks,
§he is a student. .
present.
' A . worker at the area two have smaller amounts of ·
"It's a rip offhere," Ash said.
c;:orrimunity desk said he rims ·money in their accounts, and
••you. don't get half as much
into the same problems when open and ·c1ose accounts more _ here a-s - hometown . banks.
_he -deals with Durham Bank frequently than other There is a noticeable difference
customers."
;and Trust.
in interest.''. There .is an '1'"They don't really say · All the banks mentioned pay
don 't- want- . to- deal- withanything, but they make you interest on savings accounts
you- ,?ut- I- have- to' attitu_dc:
feel like it's a big deal for them with balances of $ IO or more . here.
.(to get the change)," said the . except for Durham Bank and
Freshman Julie Trask, who
senior · who asked not to be Trust and Seacoast Savings·. has a savings account at
Bank, . whose minimums are
named~
Durham Bank and Trust,
"They get real indignant - $l00. Durham Bank and Trust
agrees.
when we give them Cffnadiah >charges 50 cents for . each
Freshman Peter Nye sa·id he
coins and we have to write it on . withdrawal . over four per
has . no problems with his
·
the roll if we do," he said. "'But month.
checking account at Durham
··1rs not that we don't want
they · give us Canadian
Baok and Trust. Cindy Kilkelly
·· the ~ttidents," Kenslea .. said, · said she has not, had problems
currency."..
Durham Bank a·nd Trust, ·•but account.s have to carry
there but her friends have. · Dover

Federal

Savings,

themselves."

Be The Ghastliest
G-host in Town!
Everything for 'H alloween
Make up- masks- wigs .
hair spray- candy ·
and
New this year -

••1 have to assume that th e re

Seacoast Savings bank will
Straffo'rd · National, and
branch in
Seacoast Savings Bank have be open'ing
policies that_do not qiffer on : Durham · in December,
whether the- customer is a according to Customer Service
student or a full-tiI1_1e employed ' Representative Karen Calef.
·p erson. However, Marilyn The bank . hopes - to attract
Gould, head teller at Dover . students, she said. Five to -ten
Federal Savings, said that percent of their ·customers are
students are a different kind of students, and she said the
- · problems they .present as
customer. .

a

is some ·merit to the letters,"'
Kenslea said, "if people took
the time out to write them. We
hc;\ve no record of either one of
them (Ash or Robert Goodby
who wrote a letter to the editor
on IQ/ I 8 / 83) being customers
at this bal)k . They never
BANK, page 18 .

HALLO\VEEN BALLOONS
Call and ask for
Witch Delivery
or

f
.. ·~:!;~
~ .. t

- - - - - - - - - S E A.R CH _
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( continued from page 1)
"They have to level with the board in executive session."
Shaines also said that
p~ople," Condon said. "If they
get him ( Brown) to withdraw because of the confidentialilty.
they don't have to explain it .· of the search and the "teo1u ous
(M.orse's phone call). What nature of candidate's lives" it
else · have they stretched the limits "public nature of any
information passed out
truth about?"
.Both Condon and Stebbins prematurely."
Shaines ·s aid- it was difficult
stressed that a lack of
communication between the to "constantly update members
committeeandthe~trusteeswas of the board . and the
lacking eve,µ, though five constituent · groups of the
members of the board were process. We made periodical
releases as often as we could."
part of the committee.
"The proper method ( of · He said it is now the goal of
communication) should be · the committee to severely look
through trustee members,'' at the process from beginning
Stebbins said. ·'The problem is to end. "Who will have veto
in the. process. . The Search power?" he said. "Will it fall
Committee never presented the back to three or four pe9ple?"
Search Committee member
·candidates."
.
5.
- According to Shaines, "It Kim Blewett, a UNH senior,
·'They haven~t given us · a was the dec.ision of the · said she was "upset" when
Morse said, ·•1 hope they (the
reason for anything," Condon chairman, that to comply with
said. "Why were we dism'isseo . the right-to-know law, it was n~2<-t committee) would do a
before the trustee:s moved on no·t possible for the , Search SEARCH, page 20
Committee to give testimony to
the recommendation?"

which Condon described as a
"basic form letter", commiftee
members were offe~ed an
opportunity to respond ·to the
recommendation of Brown and
Those
the . search process.
written responses were due
within 48 hours.
-•·we were · offered the
opportunity but it was not a.
substitute," Condon said. ·~we
did.n 't;,k now what questions 1pr
concerns. the trustees had. -i· lf
·t here was a meeting we could ·
have responded."
Reliable sources said that
. Brown ~ -a s telephoned on Oc-t.
· 1and the "trustees were notified
of the withdrawai on Oct. 4. A
press release, written by-Morse,
was publicly available on Oct.

The OUfBack~:A

·44 Main St. Durham., N.H. ·• •·
- 868-702Z!~~~ ·u.

U.S.News & World Report presents

The In.side·Seo~~
.-f f
- ~__
·

,~1

·

.

,~ .,-.,.

On the jQb market: Careers that are hot, skills that
sell. What to expect when you enter the work force.
On today's news- and policy-makers: Who to
watch ... who stands where ... . who ·holds the reins
on red-letter issues.
On the economy:- Where is it headed? What does
it mean to your buying power?
U.S.News & World Report takes you · behind the
scene. Straight to the source with on:.target analyses
of what it means to you.
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out
·
below.
the
send
and
_ _
_ ._ _
_coupon
_
_in
__
_

Only

Money-saving

Student Coupon
D ·YES, send me 23 weeks

ALL. ABOUT EUE.
·

of
U.S.News &- World Report for only
$7.97. l'_11 save 50% off the regular
subscription rate and 77% off the
cover price.

7:00 & 9:30 p.m. '.
· · Admission: $ t .00

Cynical view of theater life, filled with epigrammatic gems. Bette Davis glows as
an aging star, Gary Merrill her young beau, Anne Baxter a grasping actress, George Sanders a poison-pen critic, Hugh iyiarlowe· a p faywr ight and Ce leste
Holm his sugary wife. Many' Oscars include best picture, best direction, best
screen play, best supporti_ng actor.

~

~~~1

~~

llllllllala

Sunday, Oct~ber ·23rd
;.
Strafford Room

..·

35¢

' per week

Name---~--------'----School N a m e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - Address - - - - - ~ - - - - - A p t . _ __
Zip _ __
City/State

u.s.News
& WORLD RePORT

Mail coupon to :
. U.$ .News & World R~port
Room 264,2300 N St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

Listen for the News Blimp, on WUN HJroughf to you
_
· .
by JJ.S.News & World Report.
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Lee :from -7 p': m . .- to 10': p.m. E·u·r·o~p~ is- "m?r~ lively~'lh.a n Interested p~:ople may call 659- - that of the United State.s.
3204· for more ·: ififormation.
The . four . day · protest will
The . fou.r'-d 'ay : peaceful _Q_eg_in tod~- in Manchester,
protest is also_being recognized
world wide. -People around the
world will_ . be, joining in
demo.hstra-Ho-n_s, -~ hi ch:ester ·
_
_
said.
"S,eabroo-k .is a symbol all"
over the world of the rise or fal'l
of nuclear power:·· h-e said. ·
Chichester · added that the .
anti-,-nuclear,_arms m_o vement iri- -

1

;: ~

i{~~( .. q

_ _._ PA_~E Nj~E

~

. N.H .. in front of P~blic Sefvice _: -. On Sunday, Ne\Y :'E~gland . SC hed ~.l;d .. for M ond·~y,
Co. headquarters, the builder rally will be held on the Boston · O~fober - _24- i'n Wilmington,_
of the Seabrook nudea_r power . Common in Boston. M~ss. Th_e · Mass at Avco. Corp Cruise and
. · ,final. demonstration is -~!~g missiI~ :confractor.
..,. - · ·
plant.
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SKIERS .
3-_day

$38
$54

5-day .

$87. 75

~eekend ~-

-

'

Rate includes food _&
- . person

,odgi~g per .

•1urm a µrnup-c.apacil~ 116 ·

Iron Mount(lin House
Rt. 16, Jackson, NH .03846 ·
' '

), 1-383-9020
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. -PHOTOSCHOO.L AND ·
-DARKROOMS ANNOUNCES...
/ IN

_;

Come spenq ·Homecoming. with

"-

i~

..,

Clyde:'

"Doncha mean
- - Texas,
Cla-m bake?"

1

REIISTER NOW FOR BASIC IND
.REGISTER n·ou, FOR. . ~
BASIC AND ADVANCED CLASSES .
THROUIH OCTOBER 28th
Come to the MUSO office ~
Room 148 in the MUB
Cost: $25-Photoschool
· $15·- Half Semester Darkroom

For more information call 862-1485 _
Ask for CHUCK HUCKINS or DON EVA

;ENTERTAINMENJ::

F1id~y and 'Saturday ---:- Rasmyth

.TBE
WAREHOUSE/
, RESTAURANT
l lJ Bow-Street, Portsmouth, rH 03801 603/431~82 2
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( conthiued from page 3)
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a

-other injuries, a fractured jaw, said. ••we· hav~ very int~.~;~·~
' and may requir~ facial surgery training _ program - at leas.t_
thirty hours ·.on .the road witr a
for scarring._
trainiµg · instructor. ·. J mean,
Dick, UNH junior, did not how does anyone run a r:ed
· hea.r · about the · · suir ·- until ·-· light?"
l= ti'e sd_iry when :·:.it ~ a_s-__
- announced over the radio. ~,.
Flygare .could not comment ·
_ '"I guess I thoughf i(wascoyer .
{
m
the validity of the Cullens;
· and· done with la·st semester-/ '
he said•;, "What can I ,sa·y? IVe . case. ·•1 haven't investigated it ·
'. suffered-; and it's no. refl_ectim1 yet: I don't have any of the
· facts," he said.
. . . ._
· '
of my-own personal dignity- of

~

t

a

1

.

flavor-of-month · ·

. :fJmond Joy-~;

I

r:ne..-" -

.

. .,

. .- ,_

No co-urt date has been set

••1 don't think it - was a
reflection of our training or of
· our: other __drivers," Kilbride

for _the case.

Take·· a~ Bowl to the Footba1'1 Game! f ! .
serv~d all day--ever yday, (Moi:i. - Sat.)

7Jle-'

~

SEAFARER
VNH Home comin g Week end
_. ls~ Annu al Alu111'1i Party ·

The Office of Residen tial Life
Cordiany ·Invites"
All UNH Students
To An
OPEN HOUSE
FOR
THE N·EW APART MENT COMPL EX .

Specials AU_'. Weekend . ,. - -: -.

. f.
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Don ·Eddy·· on Piano & _Guitar
Friday & Saturd ay ·
Speciaf Menu) or Iun~h & 'dinner

•

'·:sunday Brur.cb~10-4
Champa gne Party

Wednesd ay, October 26, t983
·Between 4:00 p.mc.· and 7:00 p.m.

Thursday is alW?YS _JJNH . ni_
g~~
. .. ·Special for alr stud·e.nts & alumni .
..
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54· Daniels St Downto wn Portsmouth
( Across fro ri Fede,ra_l Bu.ild_ing)
O wned a nd operated by Dave H odgd on & Tom Ba uersfeld
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_ Facu_lty and S iaff {\.r~ - A lso· Welcome

43 1-169'7

s ome Spend a speci~I Ho ~~~on:iing .Weekend ~ith

•·

.Walk Down Strafford Averiue ·.Extensio n
. ,--~- -Past. th·e·--:Aliirrnii . C~nter
T~ B-u ildin.g F Of t°h_~ fye~ _(::omplex
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DU RH AM :B IKE · -- .

. ( continued from page 3)
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USED B!KE SAl,..E:

Brown stressed that MAC is
not just for black students .
•• At this point, only black
and white people are involved ,"
she said. -••Maybe because it's·
harder to tap in.to smaller
(groups of) minoriti es. Our ·

.. I'd like to bring minorit y
students here tempora ~ily," she
said ... It would make it more
comfort able. There would be
more nurpber s." .

She said that while minority ) COLUMB IA 10 speed
students m~y not want to make _: TREK 620 23_"
a commit ment to UNH for four · PUCH 19"".
years, they may want to ' RALEIGH 25"
10 speed
experien ce it for a semeste r. ·

.-i_....

~11!11111_ _. . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~t~l;'.~~;i.¥!-i~]~~~;t. .;,l

students . Since a majority of
minority students are from outof-state, many may not be able
to alford to come· here.
Shelly Balthaza r, a business
adminis tration major from ,
Durham , said the low in-state
tuition attracte d her to UNI-I.
:She hea rd about MAC th n:1 ui;h
friends and is activelv involved
as an officer and a cast member
of the play:
.. People have to be~ome
· aware that _everyon e is a
person," -she said. The fact that ·
there arc so few minority
studen ts makes it an
uncomf ortable and unattrac tive atmo~ph ere for minority
students applying to UNH.
•• As we get more in, ·th~n it
won't be such a big deal." she
·
said.
Garthwa ite and Brown are
looking to expand .awareness
beyond ·student involvem ent.
•·1 would like to see a
Univers ity wide task force to
look at issues from a stude-nt's
perspec tive:~ Garthwa ite said. ·
••when does racism occur?"
Brown said the group was
workin g on a possib le
exchang e program with smaller
Southe rn school s .with
predomi nately black student
bodies.

2

~

9 !~:,'.

ri1

P~UGEOT 10 Speed

$39
$329

$79
$.69

$99

: SCHWINN '5 speed
- RAND 23"
SCHWINN 5 speed
CHILP'S 10 speed
SCHWINN 5 speed

$39

$39
- ,$10

$44
$39

$164

. Jenkins Court
Durham , New Hamps hire 03824
_ 868-563 4

Universit y of New Hampshi re

.celebrit~ Series 1983-84

Ze'eva coben.
Mex ican ·& Ame rican Food
Hours 11 :30-2: 00 lunch 4:30-9 :00 dinner

. Enter tainm ent Tue·s. thn..i Sat. ·

~and -Bancers

8 p.m., Thursda y, Octobe r 27
Johnso n Theater , Paul Arts Center, Durharn
Genera.I Tickets $8, Faculty & Staff .$7
UNH & NH High School Studen ts & Sr. Citizens $6
Memor ial Union Ticket Office, 862-22 90
10 a.m.-4 p.m. : Monday -Friday

_SESSION II REGIS TRAT ION: Octobe r 17-28, 1983
COUR SE DATE S: Octobe r 31-Dec ember lO
Adult- Basic -Swim Instruc tion
Tue-Th ur. 8:00-9:00 .pm
Course Fee: $20/$2 8

* Early Bird Aerobi cs
Mon-W ed-Fri 6:30-7:30 am
Progra m Fee: $27 / $36

Swim Your Way to Fitness
Tue-T hur 8:00-9:00 pm
Course -Fee: $20/$2 8

*Rush Hour Aerobi cs
Mon-W ed 3:30-4:30 pm and 6:00-7;00 pm
Tue-T hur 5:00-6:00 ·pm and 6:30-7:30 pm

· *Lunch Bunch Aerobics
Mon-W ed-Fri 12:00-l:OO
·Progra m Fee:. $27/ $36

Progra m Fee: $20/$2 8

Tue-T hur 12:30..:1:30 pm .
Progra m Fee: $20/$2 8

Tue-T hur 6:J0.;.7:30-am
Progra m Fee: $20/$2 8

y mornin g workou ts at ho extra charge.
Particip ants. registered in an ~ndividual session may attend special Saturda

"

*Wom en's· Body Buildin g/ Weigh ts ·
Tue-T hur 6:30-7-_:45 pm
Progra m fe·e~ $20/$2 8 -

-

.

. *Body Bud~p s - NEW Fitness Progra m ~
.
· · · --- :· for couple s only __
•- Tue-T hur 7~30-9:00 pm
_Progra mEee: $25/$3 5 per -couple .·

rticipat e
*Perso ns 35 years of age or older must receive a physician's consen tto pa_
in aerobic s or body buildin g classes.

, FIRST SERV E BASIS .
CLAS S-SIZE ·1s LIMIT ED! REGIS TRAT ION IS ON A FIRST COME
Rooin ,1 51, Fielcf House &62-1528
'For additio nal informa tion, contact the Depart ment of Recrea tional Sports,

·"We D9 Great Bodywork"
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EditOrial
UNH's ins tab ilit y
There is no President . :.still. That's the
message of the now defunct President ial search
committe e. After a ten month search process
that reviewed 186 candidate s, narrowed this
·. number down to 20, and then invited six
finalists to campus in July, we are still without
a President .
We, as a Univer8'ity, _are left in the land of .
interims, seven to be exact, all at a time when it ·

seems the University wants to sell itself otit.
The bookstore may be contracte d out, and
- rumor has it that printing services, facility
services, and janitors may sdo'n part ways with
Universit y-run managem ent.
. At a time like this, we need a President more
than ever. The search committe e was
disbanded before appointin g a new President
and before voting on the recomme ndation of'

the final candidate , William Brown. Brown
· withdrew only after he was telephone d during
a trip over.seas, told he did not have the support
of the Board of Trustees, and asked what he
would like to do under the cirGumstances. All
in a brief overseas phone call.
We need some answers. The longer we go on
without a President the greater the feeling of
instability .

Letters
J'

.

•

.

that · heavy. but by the time it
think
As a . college student,
men involved were more ignorant female gender DOES EXIST. Mr.
reaGhes the ground ,it's moving
of
pursuit
resolute
and
to
intelli_genc;e
have
.
than violent and aggressive, but Landrigan does not
pretty fast. There may not have
than
appropriate
more
is
about
justice
read
can
you
...
this
"prove"
toward
attitudes
the
ly
unfortunate
been anyone standing there when
and
criticism
unnecessary
the
juvenile.
on
it
see
.
newspapers
other
in
it
·
t
women such verbal harrassmen
you threw it out. but by the time it
·
·denial of truth.
expresses all too often lead to street or in your own home. Mr.
gets to the ground someone could
Gagnon
·c~arles
he
reporting,
violence. A~ Nancy Schroeder was Landrigan was
To the Editor:
have stepped out of a door. or
·
of
you
"convince"
to
have
doesn't
A few years ago a UNH student · quoted as saying, "\\i'.omen are anything. Doesn't M 1·. Robert
stuck their head out a window.
taught to accept harrassemen t.
was raped while jogging on Mill
So next time. please think before
woman who has been
Men are taught it's okay to call.-01.H'" know any
throw .... And think how you
Road ,' near where I run. The. man
you
Surely
raped?
assaulted/
things at women, to whistle at sexually
if. in .your throwing fun.
feel
was never caught. Although I had
will
does, but is simply not aware of
them. That's a long way from rape, he
always beli.e ved that women
you do hurt someone. ·
out
one
that
paper
the
in
read
I
it.
,
but that's where rape starts. ltjust
Donna Parker
sho·uld not allow themselves to be
To the Editor:
women i~. raped.
depends on that one man as to how . of every three
thrown
r
; intimidated , I found that my
extinguishe
fire
A
surely,
· Wow. If this is true, then
·
far i't will go."
· philosophy and my terror were at
through the window from the
Robert does know a woman
When we all realize that I of Mr.
. odds. For several weeks I ran with
eighth floor .. ,.an entire window
·
raped.
been
has
who
every 4 women will be sexually
. my husband o·r didn't run at all. .
thrown from fifth .... mirrors out of
I don't , want to hear about it.
assaulted in her lifetime, while 50
Then, in a women's studies class,
bathrooms .... and bottle·s and dthei-·
•Rape
TRUE.
it's
.
but
· EITHER.
I found out the real details of the ,, percent of all women will does exist. Face the facts and grow
objects fr9m everywhere. : ..
case. The rapist had attempted to ·· encounter violence in marriage, up. There are rapes on the UNH
You ask what kind of place i-s it
and begin to a_nalyze why this is sostop several runners "ask for
where peqplc could be so
the
in
rapes
are
There
.
campus
- as many. fine scholars at UN H
directions" and had been rebuffed.
thoughtless about the safety _of To the Editor:
have--we can perhaps begin to.stop world. My girlfriend was raped.
d
d
· · st
Th
others? ·
it. I would like to see the U niversitv My girlfriend's mother was raped.
On Friday, Oct 14th the sisters
e victt_m oppe to answer an
,
·
Is it a house of corrections'? No! · of Chi Omega and the Brothers of
· he pulled out his gun.
was
mine
of
friend
A
Twice.
provide us_ with all the information
a
it
Nons
When I heard this story . from
institution?
sexually assaulted ... the list goes . Is it a state
Sigma Nu had a group of Dover
it has available.
some of the women he had
school for delinquent youngsters? Day Care Learning Center
on ..:·.
Graulich
Melody
accosted, I was upset that the
No! It is a UN H residence hall!
We do live in a society where
children over for a cookout. They
I was one of several people enthusiasti cally welcomed ·the
Durham Police had not publicized
, violence. against women is ".-. an
almosthit by UFOs last weekend. I children, provided them with a
these facts. From these details I
integral factor as baseball. hotdogs
am scared and angry to think that great lunch ahd then took them on
learned ·something ·about how to
of
director
the
as
pie''.
and apple
people could care so little about a foliage hike. The Day .Care
The
protect myself. at least from this
SHARP was quoted' saying.
hurting someone else. Is there a children had a marvelous time.
particular man. Now if anyone
director did NOT say that this
class offered at UN H where the The note is just to let everyone
slows near me, calling out
violence (against women) is
homework assignment is to test the know how much an outing like this
questions or whatever, I run on. If
"smiled upon". The director was
velocity of different objects in means to our Day Care children
. he persists, I blow on my whistle. It To the Editor:
simply saying that this violence is
I have never felt the need to write
flight'? I guess . I just don't and to give a big thank you the Chi
is too bad that innocent lost·
accepted . or denied/ ignored. · as
understand where these people are Omega and Sigma Nu.
wanderers suffer from what I know a·letter to the Editor, before. ·but
many men tend to do. since men
coming from or why they are do.ing
some wiil consider my ''.paranoia:" after reading Arthur P. Robert's , are the ' rapists themselves.
Jane Grota
·
.
this.
but I have managed to sustain a letter, in the October 11 th ·edition
Director
Does Mr. Robert have a guilty
Is this _pastime considered fun? measure of freedom. The · of The · New Hampshire, I feel
conscience? He was defending
so.
A
do
to
funny.
need
isn·t
the
certainly
strongly
it
a
so
If
information I heard only through
-himseH' when he wrote "As I have
Just who does the-inan think he
woman's undergroun d has helped ·
YET to violently assault a falling beer bottle may not seem
me to defend myself against a real 'is? Mr. Robert refers to Dan
woman ... " (emphasis on my own).
Landrigan 's Oct. 7th --aTt-,c)e
threat.. ,
So what if HE has "ycC' to rape a
Therefore I was particularly Prevalent on UNH Campos") as
woman? Does that mean that men
i.rritated to read in the October 7, "less than professiona l". Robert
are not rapists'? (When poes Mr.
article
1983 New Hampshir e that insists the rape awareness
Robert PLAN o~ raping a
"some-one " is once again ;~p~ -awareness artide does "little
woman?)
M/\(i(ilE McKOWFN. Editor-in-Chie f
suppressing informatio n about to show the residents of UN H what
ANY . MALE IS A POTENviolence against women at UNH. I rape is all about".
.IA\'F 11()0\TR. Manal!inl! l'Jitor
PAI ·1 Y Al>AMS. Manal!in!! hlitor
. TIAL RAPIST . This is fact. It is
Bl"l H (il'RMA:\O. \'c·,~, l'.Jitor ·
Well, Mr. Robert. what is the
.11 ·1 II' 11-A\'Al'l'R. \'c·\\\ t\litnr
realize that · the anonymity of the
quite obvious. iLyou know what I
.1011 \' Ol Tl.I I' l'I F. l ·c·atun:, hlitor
hl_itm
Sron,
R.
.
RAY 1{0111111'
problem o( rape all about??? · ,mean. Do not overlook'th e word
victims nee:ds to be protected, but
the general details of every case Surely after all the criticism Mr. · "potential".
.IIM MIi .i :'\RD . l'li'ot,1 hlitor
Robert di .. hed out. he knows more
should be well publicized, by both
Mr. Robert is wrongagain ... The
No.
(
l'\'A\S. B11,inc'" Managn
else.
.11'1)
police and university officials, to about rape t,han anyone
director of SHARP is NOT
CAI lll'Rl\'I' SAl ' \'l)l'RS. Atl\nti,1ng_ Managn
help women learn how to protect really. he doesn't.)
the
"alienating the male sex from
Robert wrote "Th_e very
themselves and to prevent them
solution of the problem"(o f rape).
l'\ancy Karlan
Carol Viscid,
Ke, in Mor,e
of
Advertising Associates
drips
·
literally
headline
each
from blaming themselves- -or
Sand ,· l.aCouture
Staff Reporters
Men and (male) · rapists are
Sue Mnullon
Murk Des(irosseillier~
Ste,c 1.ange,·in
·
reader
of
Heisenhcrl!
sake
Chris
l.aurc·,t P,,,llarn
Paul Morris
other. Until our society begins to exaggeratio n for the
alienating THEMSEL VES from
Linda I.orang.er
!>an l.andrig:rn Rnhl'rt
Ann<'
Manager
Business
Asst.
·
interest. The title "Rape Prevalent
Sue McClung
recognize; · speak . about, and
Mc(iil\'al'\
Stc>e
of
problem
Fli,a Rus,cll
the solution to the
Bill l'ikhcr
·
Pa~Gll Molineaux
· Reporters
violent
ggests
Campus•·su
H
Smith
UN
Man
on
:
Manager
violence
of
e
Circulation
prevalerie:;,
the
analyze
rapc. -lt's people like Mr. Robert.
.I . BarT) Mothe,
Susan Allen
l'cnri,· Whitman
Don St. (icrmain
male . domination · of the female
.lean Moorhead
William Becker
against women, it will continue.
News Briefs ~:dito~
uninformed . over-defens ive, selfCirculation Assistant
Katin· O 'Connell
Honker Hence
Brian Couturier
·
Doirg Ridge
And we will continue to dismiss- gender · 'prevai_ls' over any other
Andr-ca Parker
centered males. who create even
Sue Bolduc
Assistant Circulation Assist. Chief Photographer
Sandy Pcguri
Boulanger
Marcel
-or to fail to see at all--the form of relationship .,.
Hossi
Roh
concerning
Flen1ming
(ireg
· more of a problem.
Mar\" Pcnnc,
Jennifer Bump
I.ab Technician
( op)· Readers
The fool goes on to say that '.' the
con-nections between "harmless"
Roh~n P1..•tt.:r~
rape and rape awareness.
'M id,ci'k Chan'iragne
John Litster
Karla Hoprk r
this
s
substantiate
K'im Platt
way
no
Cong.n:n~
in
('on~udo
article
·
Photographers
acts of harrassmen t and prevalent
Katll\· .lohi1'nn
Mr. Robert wrote: "Sensationa l
Cindy 1'0,1
Leslie Dale,
Bolduc
Sue
l.aRuc
Donria
ABSURD?'?
".
social a.ttitudes, as Diane Johnson absurd insinuation
Ellen· l'raught
Deari
.larnc
headlines and grossly gener.alized
Boulanger
Marcel
Marie Seekell
L>arll'nc Qtwlter,
Aridrea Ik, .Jardin,
Mr. Robert seems much more than
Chantal li-rasser
.Ja,·ne Sorrell
did in her Unive-r sity Forum article
statements do little to solve the
Kurin Reynold,
'
DoYk
Patti'
D;td~
Steir
Editorial Assistant
.
me
to
ignorant
bit
a
she
which
in
paper,
same
Mike Rile~
in the
Bill i>urli°ng
Rohen Fisher
problem of rape." Well, what is
Cind) Adam,
F,an,
Susan SL'merarn
Mich,·k
.
I
but
c,1ngry.
,
growing
Kent
KarL·n
dislike
I
to
Brian CoutuLiL·r
claimed that assigning numbers
Mr. Robert do_ing to solve the
Bi11 Smith
Aaron Ferrari~
·John Lister
Forum Editors
Harold Young
Ke n Fish
women is intended to "make some just can·t believe anyone would
Rohn1 Lorden
problem of rape?? ( Besides being
Hriun Courti1..· r
Supen·isors
Technical
Flemming
GrL·g
Wa,.-ne Makl'chnic
Arri l l.indner
women laugh, smile and even to · advertise their stupidity and denial
an ignorant pain in the neck). The
Rohin Pl'tcr:-.
(i\\1..·nr..lol,·n (ianJ1H.:r
PctC: r Malloran
Manager
Graphics
and
fashion.
a
such
in
misogyny
l\acn.1:-,
of
Carol
to
H;nri~
than
Karell
·
rather
them"
()'l\eil
t
.
)
Peµg
complimeR
Anl\ Ruhin
statements of fhe rape-awaren ess
Typists
Penn \" Haslam
I lorian Stonie
Graphic Assistants
intimidate and humilate them. I deny that. rape exists. and be - article we re NOT "'grossly
Susan Ho\H'il
Eric M. Heath
Chri,· Wagner
Kalie Bo\\l'I
ess
rape-awaren
a
,
Brenda B\Tne
at
Roh Hint;
outraged
M .lrl!.c Yeoman:-.
know that some feel too much has
(iinn> Broad·hur,t
generalized ". It is time to wake up
.Julie !>cad,
Hoo~ci
lla\\nc·
Associates
Production
Kalie Currier
Lori Ellis ·
·
been made of this incident, and it article!!!
Hoyt
Ann
Rae
to reality.
Penn, Ha s lam
l .\nn .fnhn~on
Ellen l\ca,·i11
Kath~ .lohn:-.on
. .. Sue Mot1lton
.hini.~~- M(H1uin
may _well be true that _t.~_~_young ____ Violent male domination of t_hc _

··Rape
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A le~ter from the· Presiden tial

Search Commit tee
ine

those people to the trustees that it
remam_mg · all four of the visitors. At this time the
wou~d meet to consider
To Members ·of the: Faculty ·
not
could
thinks could and would be excellent
he
that
stated
Chancellor
also
were
thought
we
who·
candidates,
Ca U CU S, p AT S ta ff ·c O Un Ci l ,
presidepts. In d_etermining this the
support this candidate despite the fact
possibilities.
exceHent
Operating Staff Council, Student
committee decides upon the details of
that he had previously stated ·that his
one faculty
and
trustGes
Three
·
Senators, and Alumni Officers
the final investigation, including
visit with this candidate was his·••best
member went to the campus of one of
From: Members of the Presidential
campus visits. If the trustees decide to
and despite the fact that
interview",.
candidates
recommended
two
these
.
Search Committee
pursue their own investigation they do
Dean's Council had written a very
the
entire
the
with
.
met
then
and
There is, it seems to us, a great deal
so for the purpose of their own vote
letter in support of this man as
strong
.
this
Following
.
.
again
corrimitte~
of misunderstandi ng concerning the
and not for the purpose of determining
president. The Chancellor's reason for
investigation two of the three trustees
recent search for a president for the
whether th_e person involved may or
of support was that the
lack
board)
his
.
the
of
chairman
the
(including
University of New .Hampshire. This
·•did not have faculty and . may not become a nominee of J:,he
candidate
•not
would
they
committee
the
tofd
misunderstandi ng is due, we believe,
Search Committee.
staff backing." It was pointed out that
support this candidate if his name were
to some incompl'ete and inaccurate
. (2) The trustee members of the ·
much faculty, staff and
have
did
he
be
would
it
that
and
.board,
the
to
sent
search
.
the
statements concerning
Sean;h -Cornrnittcc, some. of whom
student backing and that ht: 1t:tcivcd
••unwise" · and •·embarrassing " to
process. As members of the committee
serve ex - officio, while others are
support when it was concluded
more
a
if
candidate,
the
including
everyone,
we feel that the University community ·
appointed, should function as regular
that one cavdidate was not acceptable
majority
a
which
forth
put
was
name
should -have a more accurate account
members of tha_t committee. They
and another not available , The
of the trustees would vote against.
of o"ur efforts, not only for their own
should not attempt to unduly
· c~mmittee voted · 14 · to 4 for this
persuaded
was
committee
the
Whether
information, but . also for possible
influence other ·members of the
candidate, and .offered to have a
or
trustees
the
of
arguments
the
by
guidance and . use in the continuing
committee with the authority of their
meeting with the trustees, either in
merely being •.• practical" is ·not clear,
search for a oresiden't.
.
office.
open or executive session, so that it
but the vote went against the candidate
There are ;lmost 200 applicants or
(3) The trustees should meet with
might explain and expand upon its
ccepted
onecandidate·•a
Thus,
8.
to
10
nominees for the position and a large
the Search Committee ·to accept their
recommendatio ns. We were not
another position elsewhere."
percerltage of these s_e emed to be
meetin_g. The _ nominations and listen to their
a
of
such
board
the
lowed
only
a.I
that
clear
very
is
It
people who were · extremely well
statements in support of the
committee did not. receive any
trustees has the · legal authority to
qualified for the post. After many
--~ / -,
·
candidates.
board to this
will
the
from
president
next
response
our
m
who_
decide
· ·meetings, and -much reading, we "
( 4) The trustees~ afte-rl their voty,
but we did receive
n,
Search
the
of
recommendatio
members
Many
be.
arranged interviews wjtb over 20 of the
should inform the ~earch Committee
letters thanking us for our efforts and
Committee believe, however, that the
'applicants in Boston. Each of the
of their action and ·offer some
to . telling us we were now done. We did
not
is
role
proper
trustees'
_
candidates was interviewed by all
for the same.
explanation
this
that
hear · via the news media
recommend to the search committee
members of the committee for 2 hours.
These procedures were not ,~ wellalso ·•withdrawn".
Search
had
the
candidate
which
names
those
After m·o re meetfogs and discussions
The trustees put in a great deal of adhered to in the search that has >
may then . in turn
we voted to bring 6 of these candidates crt rti·11-rommittee
recently been conducted. The
effort on behalf of the University and
the
Instead
them.
to
back
'tecorrtmend
, to campus so they might· be seen by
·
Tney
riiversity hf!S. not benefited from this
:U
compensation.
without
so
do
search committee has the
everyone .
result, and as members of the recent
certainly want to get the best president
recommending
·of
rcspo·nsibility
After these campus visits many
Search Committee we would
possible for this institution and they
strong, well qualified people for the
members of the committee were told
recommend that a new Search
use their judgement to decide whom
the
have
trustees
The
.
position
by their colleagues that they had
and process not be started
Committee
however
clear
not
is
It
be.
should
no"
..
that
or
yes"
..
responsibility of saying
indeed brought a well qualified and .
judgement is more valid than · unt-il · the -procedures and responsitheir
that
the
and
ns
recommendatio
those
to
unusual group of candida,tes hete. All ''
the combined judgement ofthe search _ bilities of=all the parties involved are
moral ' responsibi~ity · of explaining
Jix finalists told us tha]; .they,remaine~L
more clea~~defin~d. · ·
of · , committee, · faculty, administrators,
members
the
to
le,i-~t
at
d'l'oicc,
'their
'
. actively interested in the presidency
.
·
alumni
and
students
staff,
the search commit-tee.
following these public interviews. ·
Furthermore almQst half of the .
, By now some weeks had passed and
More meetings followed and- it
never met a single candidate,
trustees
other·•top"
the
advice,
William A. Condon
contrary to our
appeared that at least 5 of the 6
and only six of the twenty five trustees
He
contacted.
Bernard K. Gordon
never
was
candidate
candidates had broad support in the
saw all of the candidates . -If the
not
was
job
the
that
n William Mosberg
assumed
finally
with
committee. but two oft hem ( each
some members of the
or
trustees,
position
another
Thomas E. Scharff
accept
did
he
and
his
· much academic experience) seemed to
trustees, are' gong to select, as well as
committee
the
Ka re n"\.e-oX ·
again
Once
elsewhere.
The
have our unaoimous support.
elect the president, then let it be clear
four
Stebbins
that
B.
decided
Herbert
was
it
and
met
committee then recommended these
that is what they are.doing. The Search '
Bryant
faculty, I
(2
Lonnie
committee
the
of
members
the
of
two to the tru~tee members
Committee has validity, · we believe,
would
Carroll
M.
alumnus)
James
I
and
administrator
search committee w'ith the advice that
only if the following · conditions
Kimberly J. Blewett
visit the next candidate.Afte r this visit
they both be pursued simultaneously
(_
and · prevail:
aga1n
met
committee
full
the
or at least very quickly . Furthermore
heard uniforml_y positive reports from ___ - (I) The committee re.Q,o mmends_
we agrc-ed that if these efforts fail~d _we
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - ~ - - -. ·- ------------- --'' -would. become father?
that you
What would you do if you did?
What I'm trying t<.> say is: Before
you discount abortion.and declare
-· yourself ••pro· Life'', you must also
. consider the other side, and
understand that we love life as
much as you do. We do not believe
To the. Editor:
that killing, in genera_!, is just. We _
I pose · a question to Dave· ·
do . not take abortion lightly. ·
Gingrich: Have you ever heard of
·
However, we DO believe that there
the phrase "Pro Choice'·? .
are justifiable reasons for abortion ·
· Obviously you are no_t aware
to exist~ such as rape, danger to the
that "'Pro Abortion~'is not the term ·
mother, or . severely deformed
used by those who are not ""Pro
fetuses .
Lifers".
Finally, if abortion is outlawed
Pro Choice. which I am. is
it wouk! be technically illegal for~
giving a woman the right to decide
woman to have a miscarriage and
what to do with her body. It
for t~e d?ctor to not attempt to
doesn't m.eari . that we believe
keep 1t ahve; Many forms of birth
abortion is righ~, it just means that
control would disappear,
we believe we should have ' the
pregnancies would · increase, back
option.
l)
alley abortionists would spring up
If I were to become pregnant
and many many more women
after being . raped, I would
would die each year.
seriously consider an abortion and
Are yo':1, as a' taxpayer, ready to
not feel guilty . However, if
pay hospital costs for premature
abortion were outlawed, I would
mfants(that most often will not live =.
be forced to carry a child I would
(
NEVER want. .
even near normal lives)? Are you
prepared to feed, , clothe, shelter .
Don't get me wrong though. I do
and educate children that were
not see abortion as an acceptable .
placed up for adoption and not
form of Birth Control. If I were to
'~
~ak~n? _Are y·ou willing to pay for
become pregnant through my own
1nst1tut1ons housing abused and
error I would accept the
delinquent chil_dren and teenagers?
responsibility.
D(') you really believe that the life
I pose another question to you:
an unwanted child faces is truely
How do you Jhink women get
beautiful? . · .
pregnant in the FIRST place:? Do
Ask yourself, THEN decide.
you take an active role in Birth
Andrea Des Jardins ·
Control? Do you feel responsible
~a$
for a woman when you have sexual
relations? Did you ever COf!side_r ______ ·

a

Abortion
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R,z:ally? ... Gecz.,all th1~ t1m, I_-\houshi 'lntLnm'
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MUS O Lectu re Series· Prese nts ... , .··

"FLASHBACKS"
·" a lecture by

DR. TIM OTH Y LEARY .·
PSYCHOLOGIST, FUTURIST, "HIGH PRIES T"
- of the 60's
Tuesda y, Octobe r 25th 8:00 p.m.
Granit e State Room
in the MUB
..

··. Admission: Studen ts ·_. $3.00 ·
·· $4.00 ·
.- Publi c· ·Tickets for reserved seating availabl e at the MUB ticket office ·
on October 17th or at the do·o r the night of the lecture
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Christine Miller'and Brian mellow~ melty leads, he pfayed _
Couturier
_ -a clean, crisp ,gui.tar Jhat
· The · Cira-teful Dead . have , pleasantly surprised . the
been, touring ctoge11Jer. for the audi.e nce. J_erry's guitar playing
·1ast 17\ y-ea:,~ an? 'it. seems ·as_if - ,c~m~ined a rock' rhythm -with a
T~esda~ mght ~,- concert m _· v1tahty ·that many- pe~ple had
' Portland '·began to show the . forgot!~_n'.
-effeds _of ·an~ often -grueling · ., - The .intermission was more
. sch'eduTe.
- -,
-_ ·. ·
than sufftcient to fulfill one's
-- The concert ope·ned . with
c.d'nc_ert pa;takings and soon
. "Jack Strawi', an u_nexpected,
the audfonGe grew res(less. The
mood . provok\ng ·- song. band came- back with a semiJmmediately foll:01wing was ,- lethargic mo0d that: made the
"°~hey Love Each Other'~ -first few songs_of the second set
ariot~er emotion~py grcl~ping, drag. •
·
· free flowing s_ong. It appeared,
The band .J,eg~m to recover .
on the· basis of the first two .
. songs, that,it w,as going to be a from ·their listlessness with a
rowdy version 1 .of ••Estimated
memorable evening;
· Shortly thereafter, ·Bob Weir · -Prophet": The Ieacl, performed
,· took ov.e-r the· lead · with a _ Q.Y BobWe,ir, showed him at his · : westerQly .c owboy song called best as he danced around the
:"Me ~_and '----My:l1.ncle". Weir's _ stage ··· while . plJtting - forth a ,
- command ''c•ontinued . into strong guitar solo.
''Mexicali Blues'', ·as he threw ' -.. Whatever mom·entum the.-,,
' his·- _'s trong ancl rug~ed y'qi~~- · band gained ·with "Esti§ated .

By

-

act·i viti,es

By Sandy Peguri Homecoming 1_983 is finally
here! Along -,with it komes a
weekend full of -filn _-a'-nd
festivities.
- ·"'
_
Beginning _last _n ig.h t at 6:30 ,...p:m., ther_e w<1.s a parade w~ich
star-fed at T-Hall and went to
the lower q1:1ad - where :_~he ~, ·
bonfire started between 6:45
and 7:00 p.m ..' .The ·UNH
marc-hing"' band ptayed songs ·
around the bonfire. Foil owing
the band, the UNH cheer-- ..
Ieac;lers did .a routine and a few c.heers to, . promote ;;p_irit. ,
Afterwards, the coaches of-the
Wildcat fOoiball team · spoke·
and introdµced the members of ·
the· team. ; _
After the -bonfire there was a
dance in . the MU B Pub. ,,The
Wildcat cheede.adets . getting o-sfud·ents "psyched" · at the - .
music, provided by disc jockey
1:[ htirsdayr.ni'ght. ( ~im Millard_photo) · ;.. .
homecominl'fdhm-es·
}\.. Ricky .Bounds, guaranteed da tf~ing· al}d fun. ~here w_ere
"1hjs,yeartherearel8fJ'bats ''. ·admissi~n "arid~- ,$7.S-o' --fo.r -.
also free _homecoming t_-shirts entered," said Peter She r-roan, reserved seats.
.
give aways.
.- : ' . _pro"w~!TI a~vis9r Jor · ~tutlent _ -··ourini~. the gamtd~ere ~~II :
-~aturday • will b~ ful.I of Act1v1t1es. Th_1s 1s_ pne of ~he .- be a _cheermg contest m which-· ·
activities. ,Starting at 9:0ff:a.m, largest- float ·.µ~rndes we haye fhe groups entered pay_afive
at thdield house there will be.~ ever ~ad: -¥ _o're .:1?rms ~.n~_ ~~- dollar fee,"< Maj-or . :~v.en~;~ -~6.2¥Uil~ ro~d race. Particiij~nts orgamzat1_on1~ re·,mvolved.
~ Intern Tom Carny ·,sa~d,,-"'f.he_.:-who wish to enter may register
Acc,ordmg:t2-Sh.~r~an~ each · '::rnoney 'will then~b~ gi-y~n-to t_h e -unt_il 8:30 that morning a-nd the group ·who e_nf~fed a float h~d ,:Winne.rs · o( t lte ' cheering :
fee will he five dollars per entry. to pay a fee of five dpllars, The contest.~·- -~ -• : - , '
:· • · --- The annual· homecoming money collt~ted wiJl be give'ri to- _, A-:_, plaque·-· will also · be. - float parade starts at I I: .15ia.m. . the group w_1th-Jhe best float. :, aw·arded ·d o the-, best overall ,
This year's theme is 200 I, ., ,:\ -- The.- UN_I:!~ vs .~-~ottheasterii,; ., gr<?ii'rt b~-~~c;I-: 9 n _thr amoo,p~ of_ .
UN~H Ody:_ssey. The floats wjl! f~otbaH ijame_ begms at-J p.m.- pomts _ ats.u mulated between
begin to lfoe up af the tennis ~!ckets are strll on °sale at the
the Hpat and ehee.ring contests,
courts at 9~:00 a_.m.
·
Field House: $6 for · gener<!~- -~- Carfry~-said. -· · ·
·
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: By Consuelo Congreve
to the right immediat~ly as you bottom. : Andy Capp would
_ No ~· fril-ls drinking _ in an-_._ walk in. It looks just as probably like to prop a foot on
_attractive ;itmosphere . . ~: -/ .. - e.veryon,e imagines bars shou-Id _ itand drink a pint. Tiffany style
·
·
lampf hang· ovet. some fables_:-;
·Ni<::k's happy hour from 3~-6 -fook. ' ·., :,_ ,,
dai!yfeatures a TV, radio, bar,
Gl~sses of diff~rent kiridsare and magazine covers, froIJl t-he
The Gr-ateful Dead in Portland. (-Brian <;outurier ph~to)
and drinks.
-,
suspended over the bartender. 30s am' framed on the -waUs.
_'Qnly -the front bar is open The large rectangular bar hasa
Nick"s doesn't · sell '.piteheis
du,ring_Ni~k's happy hour. If is __ brass rail running around the :: NICK'S, page 17
into the cr'owd. -Bob's physical drum - solo, performed by ·.1·
emotion and expression- Mickey Hart a ·nct , Bill ~;
captured the crowd. By this, Kruehman, ind . the;'.;, now _
time, most were dan~i_pg to the -~·- infamous "space" were, just' .;
. music.
,.-. .
"
that, space - space to ~ill up , ·,
'¾ Tht '!igh.L-i' sh_ow, ,h owever,_ time .:__ or so it seemed. During
~wcfs vjrftiaH)"nonZexisten~. But, , t11!-~ tii:ne, t_he drummers,, and
at _ a show such as this the gmtansts alternated ,rn a
: ~pergy seems to come from the d rift i n g , d i rec ti o i} l es s ."
. hand, not the lights. The improvisation.
j
_.
Grateful Dead used the energy
·The Grateful Dead -bo~nced ~
emitted from- the audience.
back again with ."Black Peter",
- There was_ a magnetism a song about· death and dying.
between -the· crowd and the This song _seemed to b~} sung
_band. The two communicated . fr·om Garcia·~s- ~eart arid ~as he ,
with each oth~r. ,,
began to strum ,the first notes of J· ·
f,<Qft,e:n;~ the l,~nd · teased the th~ 'song the band beggin to ".: ;_
aUdie~flce - <•by--its . m~Gley· at the improvise on Garica ~s -?· lead. ~;:
·" ~e,gin6ing of . certain songs. This type of a --mix and µiatch . ~ .
\. W;beri . this . happened Jtrry i mprovision has -. becorri'.:e -an :;.Garcia, along with Bob Weir, integral part of any Gr.¾ilteful
strummed incoherent riffs that Dead_ concert and can ·oij·ly be
led the cr9w9 into a -guessing - attributed to· tl),e- b?nd '( long
ga.m~ ·aoo.~t tJw ne~t.s 9,ng,_TlTis s;1.1nrl1ng:;\
'"' -: ·"· - :'·
ta.ctic , •.cte-iited ,..
feeling ,vof :_ fh'e .{frateful Dead,. ¼-fach .
apprebeqsion~a,md , e:xc_i!erhept. ·•::\copsi~ts .of Mickey H~r({ Bob.
_ Qespire : the -band's Jesi;Jh:qs1~:- Wdt,: Plfit Lesh, :Jerry Q~rcia,
perfect peffotmance, Garcia "' Kobert Hunter "''. a-nd h ~Bill
sh9_w~.c!-~ i .1_1 _qrria.~ing -~i 1isist~~~;,·_, Kt:J:!~t?lllctn .V?Y~ b~e11_ ~e-iet~e,r ~ricy and enthusiasm with .his·,,,_ fot · r8 :years; and thelt lastmg -"
---musie-.:' ,Ott@n-. tsnowA- ,.£tw.,.,,Ju,s,,~:i: pE1\'D ,fpa-ge.,.J:-7-~t,,,;,.'vm,,··~;:k,•0'<>~>'.;'V:•/J
.2

1
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The oldies · fall's
.
By Ray Routhier
Original rock 'n' roll and the story behind it. That's what true .
oldies fans want to hear. That's exactly what they do hear on
Marshall Miller's Oldies But Goodies Show, on WUNH.
Miller's show broadcasts Wednesday nights, from 8-10 p.m.
every other week, alternating with Steve Brooks' contemporary
oldies show.' Miller plays a wide variety of music from·the '50 's
· and early 60~s, the period he calls "the Golden Age of rock 'n'
·
·
·
roll."
"Most of the music I play comes from the years 1955 to about
1963, up to the Beatles period," _Miller said,
The songs on this show are not always the most popular
oldies. · Miller Hkes to give his listeners a broad sampling of \
· music. The title, artist, and date of release are given for each
song along with a good dose of trivia.
~
A typical pi@ce pf Miller's trivia . is:
"That' was 'Riot in Cell Blocl<Number Nine,' by the Robins,
from 1955. That was their first hit, and they would go on to
have a string of them as The Coasters, The Robins had a guest
lead vocalist on that record named Richard Berry, who would ·
·
1-a ter write the classic 'Louie, Louie'."
In ·o ne. show Mi_ller covers many different categories of
oldies. Doo-wop, r9ck-abilJy, soul, rhyth~ and blues, and pop
all have a place in this two 'hour spotlight. R ·& Band doo-wop
were abµndant on last Wednesday'~- show. Some of these
·cJassicswere: "Yes Indeed"by Ray Chatl~s, ':I Almost Lost My
Mind" by Ivory Joe Hunter, "There's aMoon Out Toni-ght" by
the Capris, "Love Pot.ion Number Nine" by the Clovers, and
WU:NH oldies albums. (Jim 'Mil
"He Don't Lpve You" by Jerry Butler.
me . nothmg but positive
Miller usually pJays a ·group of oldies that have a similar
responses," Miller said. 'Tll
sound or style. He played rhe Platters' "T~ighli"ght. T'ime"
keep doing the show until it
followed by the Skyliners'"Since J,Don't Have You", which are
isn't fun anymore."
both soulful, doo-wo_p ballads. He also likes to play songs that
Some of the more obscure have similar _titles back to back. "Gypsy Wom.,9n" by ' the
but truly noteworthy music
Impressions, followed by "The Gypsy Cried" by Lou Christie,
played by Miller on his last
or Fats Domino's ••1 Hear You Knocking" backed up by Little
show included, "Bongo Rock" -~
Richard's "Keep a Knockin".
by Presto_n Epp and "Mem_ One very interesting feature of the show is Miller's habit of
phis" by Lonnie Mack ,
playing the B-side of popular records, or 'less popular songs by . both of which are high energy
an artist. On last Wednesday's show, Bobby Day's 1958 smash
rock instrumentals.
"Rockin Robin" was followed by its B-side, "Over and Over"
6id1es · but ___goodies . wit-h
which became a substantial hit for the Dave Clark Five in the
Marshall MiLl~r is an
early sixties. The Sky liners' "Since I Don't Have You" had for
informative and interesting
its flipsi1,e a jazzy version of the old standard, "Pennies from·
exploration of music from the
Heaven.
ear;ly rock period. This show·
Miller is . the . owner of . . , Paperback Booksmith and
doesn't have the "oldies party'' ·
Musicsrrtith in the Newington Mall, which helps accou_n t for his
attitude of some shows, and it
extensive library of records and music trivia books. The 38- · · doesn't need -it. Miller gives
year-old Miller .s ays he e_njoys oldies so much because it's the
pertinent fa(:ts about songs arid
·
.
_
·
mus-ic he grew up with.
artists, and trys to correlate
All the records · p,layed on Miller's show are from _his own
them in a general theme or .
collect.ion . He plans the show in advance, and is not
topic. . The songs, on- the
comfortable taking on the air requests, he said.
average., are only the best
"I don't like request shows for two reasons. First they're
quality records produced
usualfy done by screamers, like Little Walt.e r on WCGY and · during that period, records that second, you get the same requests every week. I play different
would be considered good in
songs every show, and don't repeat songs for three or four
·
any period.
weeks at a time," Miller said.
With no commercials and no
Miller has beeJ doing his."Oldies but Goodies" show for five
breaks, Marshall Miller gives
years, and his was the first oldies show on WUNH. He was
you the most oldie~ and .trivia ·
asked to do the show because of-his keen knowledge of oldies,
in two hours you. can · get
and after saying no several times, he accepted.
0 Id i es but
a n y· w he re .
There hasn't been much listener input to t!ie show, b~t all the
Goodies is an oldies fan's
.
input that has been received has been posi_tive.
. -oldies show.an·ct one oL
··1 know there's an a-udience 9ut there, the_station has giv~n
Wl:JN'H's best ideas.
Marshall Miller, oldies DJ. (Jim Millard photo)··

President ial candidate s invade ,N .H.-bewar e!
Unimpre$sed Voters

.,

DON'T KNOW,

~~

moderator for the microphone .
He said, ••Hold it right tha',
"Pack your snowshoes
because it does · get deep- -the pardner I paid for this mike."
Other cartoons display New
snow that is" warns the New
Hamps_hir•e Presidential Hampshire farmers, the
Primary Rule Book, written by campaign staff, and the Old
Man of the Mountain. One in
David _W ysocki.
The fifty page paperback is a _ partic-ular depicts a stereotypi:.
comical approach to the cal photographer, a stiffsituation of the invasion oft.he shirted candidate, and a
pr~sidental hopefuls to New candidate's wife. Another one
- - - - - - - - - - - - "-includes an ·unimpressed
potential voter who doesn't
BOOKS
know if _he should vote for _a
certain candidate because he's
Hampshire . It contains advice on~y met him three times.
about things to bring, places to ••since it began in 1952 no
visit, and individuals to' look one has been elected president ·
out for in the New Hampshire without first winning the New
primary. Candidates-pay Hampshire primary," Wysocki
close attention.
_writes .
Do not expect large
••1t - is the premier place to
outbursts from every topic shake down <;andidates because
when reading the book, but the snow: wind, mud, back
there a re s eve ra I c lie v er roads, gallons of coffee, tons of
cartoons included. For . lobster and thousands of
example, the popular 1980 quest ~ons full of words with n_o _
Nashua debate when President
page .17
Ronald Reagan challenged the PRIMARY,
I

By Gwendolyn Garnder

ONL '{ MET HlN\ . T\tREE 'lJMES_.

\

-A cartoon from The New Hampshire Presidential Primary Ru(e Book:

--.....---NICK~S---,i, -:- i·\_ ·

·-_ (continued fr6~--~} g~ 15;

during happy hours. They have hour come to drink.T]ley order
two beers 'in bottles, Heineken things like -boi-lerrhakers amL
. and Molson, and four beers on belt them back in no time. They
draught includi_ng Bud and - la ugh and · talk with the
Michelob . Food, everything bartender, who was a womari
from salads to steaks, can be · when 1 was there, using each
orde're-d from the kitchen and other's first names. I ordered a
eaten at the bar.
- Heineken and in came in a nice
tall beer glass.
The bottled-beer is expensive
but d'raughts are pretty cheap.
The TV ' is on but nobody
The mixed drinks are served in really pays attention. The radio
large· glasses with a lot of ice, plays good stuff, like Santana ;s
but it takes a long time to get version of "She's Not There."
through them and they leave
When you
to Nick's don't
quite an impacf They are expect frills like movies or .
priced lower for happy hour. - video games. Nic~'s is serious
The people at Nick's happy : a?out the business.of drinking.

go

Waiting-in line:_·· for B-52_'s tickets Tues~ay. (J_im Millard photo)

---------PRIMARY---------<~ontinued from page 1-6) _
R's are the definitive test of -one - concerning Baltimpre
The comic book has b'een
whether a-condidatehas what it -- .. talk." He. Mel Bolden, -the _distribute-ct in New Hampshire,
takes to be president. Anyone designer ,
illustrator and Boston, Maine, and Vermont:
who survives the New Charles - ;sell decided t0 Copiescaribepurchasedinthe
Hampshire pri-marydeserves to concoct a New Hampshire New Hampsh_ire bookstore for
be president," WysGckl said.
subject, for laughs. Wys·ocki $4.95 ·
The suggested accoutrement basicallywroteitovernightand
Wysocki, Bolden, and
for the candidates to bring _are then ·collaborated with Bold Russeil began the Primary
· long johns, antacid, and an and Russe i'l over the Watchers Publi•s hing ComL.L. Bean catalogue among illustrations.
-pany.The approximate cost of
other necessary items. _Also do
The _contained scenes have the endeavor was $5,000.
not forget the son and daughter been personallyexperienced or
"The New Hampshire
on the excursion.
• · ,
observed, said Wysocki, who primary is important,"
For pl,aces to see, Wysocki writes for the Associated-Press. Wysocki said. "If they make it ·
advises "Golden Pond,
- "It's a'!l tru'e, >i'1J·e said. here it's a good step to the
Seabrook (Seabrook I and
He "'J:ias delivered it to White House.'·'
Seabrook -11 are not the daily Democratic Senator Fritz
The book has been received
double), and the state hous~ in Hollings of South Caroli_na . well and some bookstores have
Concord-to -fiie your signed who "roared" when he read it. reordered. More should be sold
All the candidates have - as the candidates arrive in New
pet-itions."
_
Wysocki thought of the idea received a copy. Their- action Hampshire, Wysocki said.
to write . this book last was ' a pleased one·~~:Wysocki~
Christmas when he rec~ived-- said.
-~;~ __, ,_,
#.

J

The drum section of the UNH marching ba~d in ,parade from
Thompson Hall to the lower quad bonfire. ( Jim Millard photo)

DEAD
( continued from page_1_5)

Prophet", they soon -lost. _The
band can continue without any
songs seem to portray this.-The new material.
band takes its music to an
-overall, the Grateful Dead
extreme with songs lasting up _· put on a show that was both
to 15 · or20 minutes.
forceful and lacking. It was a
. The fi na 1 · three songs __ show that_pleased the crowd~
brought life - back . into - the but the audience is fanatically
crowd. · "Round · n' - Round", dedicated to the band unlike_
"Sugar Magnolia" and "U.S. a_ny other _group : probably
Blues'.' gave the audience a since the Beatles. This show
cheery note to -leave on. But, lacked the overalL--- vitality .of these songs are such typical shows of the past. Even so, the
Grateful Dead endings that one .band performed a respectable,
must wonder how long this 'if !10!0?Ilsistent, show.

. \

_ ( continued from page 3)

Council's desire to bring; .
salaries up.. to the . national
ave·rage~
.
.
· As'soci:a te professor · of
Spanish -Bernadette· ·Kombnchak said, "The University ·
needs to make a commitment
to improving faculty salaries.
While it is 'a complex prob)erri,the Humanities faculty . in
particular are suffering
financially."
·
Two . ''highly·· recommended
s_cholars" left the · Humanities
department ·1ast year according
.to Komonchak. One instructor
a c c e p i e d . a ·p o s I tJ o n a t
Columbia University and 'the
other went to the University of
Massachusetts..
·

By ,JlM PAVIS
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By JOHNNY HA.RT
~RTY ~ D olJT WHeN YOU 6ERVED·
THE- OJClJMet:R DAIQUIRI . ··

lf\lcG

vvasn't

the

only

reason;" Komonchak said,
.. But it certainly was ·a
consideration." · .
Dean of the Whittemore ·
School of Busi:nes·s Dwight R.
Ladd said he also supports the
Faculty Council letter. Ladd
said none of his faculty have
been lost recently to higher
paying jobs in the business .
community .
Assistant professor ·o f Music
Roy Mann' said higher salaries
wi-11 keep the University "out of
trouble in the long run" by
securing better teachers.
Instruaitors· -in the Music
_departments "are hurting"
financially, Mann said.
He called the · Faculty ·
Council's letter to Haaland
"appropriate. to the need but _illtimed." An acting president
like Haaland can "steer the
ship" but wi·ll not have the
authority to make long te_rm
.goals,
Mann said.
,,.
.

--BANK-<continued from pa_ge :1)
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CROSSWOl{D PUZZL.E
1

2

3

4

5
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BLOO:M . COUNTY
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•-

15

...

By -B ER~E BREATHED

17

AH,,,/-ER~ I €.VllllNTt,,Yi AR€
OF 1H/5
MAJOR EV€Nr... MAKIN&

,Hf, ORGAN/lf.R~

i~
°SllVAL/
·$125
IJRUGS.
SCO!Jmh
@'-Ec!ward Julius,. 1978

5 5 - de plume
56 Alpine goat
57 Peach or cherry
60 Address part
· (2 wds.)
63 River in Hades.
65 Finished (2 wds.)
66 " - d'Amour,"
1958 song
67 West. Indies group
68 Pauper s wear

ACROSS
1 Partner for Rogers
B House styles
(2 wds.)
t5 Fonner Yankee
manager
16 Campus building
17 Delighted • ,,
18 Cereal garnish
19 Prefix: straight
20 Ambler or Hoffer

22
· ·23
24
, 27
zg-

1

~~~~~~;

basketball
Bear: S·p.
Goes backwards
Clamor
·
Boo'kstore category
1

31· Annoy

-

45 -

consequence

46 Sweet pepper
49 Chicago time
(abbr. )
50 Ready for use
53 - - t s e

25 Noted jazz vocafist
26 Former Washington
name

39
40
42
43

4 Egyptian emblems

44 Estimated '

Arctic dwe 11 i.ngs
., 4 7 voyage
Dakotas Indian
48 Passe (2 wds . ) ·
Aged
50 So-l dier from Mel0 . K.
bourne
Small horse-,irawn
51 French interjection
carriage
52 With plenty to
Baseba ll statistic
spare

11 "·-

12
13
14
21

~~:;!~~;ht Simon
Boston time (abbr.)
Social reformers
River to the '
Ubangi

longa, vita

brevis" ..
Watec pipes
Sergeant Bi 1ko
Methods (abbr . )
Sports officia _ls

54 Verbal contraction

58
·59
61
62
64

Impec unious
River to the Danube
Part of NCO· (abbr .)
Eggs
Ha]f a Latin dance

CROSSWORD ANSWERS,
I

•

.

27 Piece of sediment
28 New Rochelle college
,
30 Galbraith's field,
for s horr
. 32 Fra °Fil ippo --:--·
35 Astray (2 wds:)
36 Sisters
37 Scheduled time

DOWN
.
1 Concerning (2 wds.)
2 Mix up
3 Science of construction

33 Wen
5
34 ~ share
6
38 L. A. suburb near ·. 7
Burbank
8
· 40 Gossip dose
9
41 Quebec peninsula
42 Aparicio or Tiant 10
1

Coll'egiate C\>/78- 7
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U\5T-MINVT6 PR~PARAT1~5
PROBN3l.Y...
.
6}iNb 1

· 5AN&! 8ANb!

rr,

~\)!J1/

presen.ted · themselves to the
officers." ·
·
Good by could n.ot be
reached for comment on his
letter in which he said the
Durham Bank and Trust
personnel are "arrogant: rude.
and at best condescend'ing."
His girlfriend's uncle said he is
a UN H student.
,
One · sophomore,. who asked
.not to be named, said the
service at Durham Bank and
Trust is "terrible, just terrible."
He closed his account in
· September due to . "rude
service." · He now has . an
account with . Dover Federal
Savings. -He saiq :the tellers
there go out of their· way to ·
. greet him .and wish hirn a good
day.

- CHJJISTIE<continued _from page 2)

normal person trying to live his
own life. He has a good outlook
on life and is willing to tell you
all you waht to know about his
handicap."
..
Dan Vachon·, a physically
disabled student at UNH and
Christie's friend, says Ron is "a
great guy. He's my mentor. l
can always go to him and he
will tell me what to do now.
He's a caring person, but
mischievous and a kidder too."
"I think it's good that more
hand.,icapped people are getting
out and being ·seen. The more
han.dicapped people are ·
around the more aware people
will be, and the easier it will be
for' them to feel comfortable
- around us," Christje s~ys.

::rHE ,NEW,HAMPSHIRE _F-R.IQA.Y,, ,QCTOJlE;R,2,1,, 19~1

- - - - - - - - -~PAR-K ING---------------<c~ntinued from·· pa-ge 1)
students and others a chance to . meeting scheduled for
. . .
,
full."
Staff must start work at 8 express their opinions and give Thursday, Nov. 10 at 12:30
p.m., in the Commuter·
a.m., so the lots fill up _early. ideas.
The Committee _h~s a ·Transfer Center.
Anyone coming to the campus
later in_ the day may have
trouble finding a space. Both
.
<continued from page 1) ·
professors and students ha"'.e
had to park illegally to get to
Kappa · -·
Phit St. Germain,
classes on time. Public Safety
outcome," said On ore, who Sigma , alumnus who was
and the Committee are
witnessed the incident,
present at the hearing said, "If , ,
All you can eat
working to remedy this.
Kappa Sigma President Jim your neighbor's dog takes a
Pat Hall, a senior who
Freeman and his advisor, a crap on your lawn-, you call ·
commutes, often had trouble
Kappa Sigma brother who your neighbor up. It's too bad
finding a space last year, which
served on a past judicial board, this wasn't handled that way."
Sat. & Sun.: 9:00-1:_00 .
sometimes made her late for
had the press expelled from the
Paul . Chelstowski and Bob
class. She never had · h.' park
hearing and refused to Soucy, both Kappa Sigma
illegally .but said it often would
comment on the outcome brothers, were · called \IP On .as
Just $3.95
have been "'more convenient."
except Freeman said he didn't witnesses for the fraternity.
Paul .Wifso·n, anot'her
expect to appeal the decision. They also dec'lined to comment
commuter student said, "'YOU
In a letter to The New on the incident. ·
·
Lower S_g uare · Downtown Dover
have to ,get hen~ early to get a
Hampshire Freeman said. "a
.Sigma Nu President Roy
space." Wilson ,said he thinks
749-3636
few brothers were holding un Lenard.son, who was presiden! ·
the res.tripi.rrn proj½ct i~ a ·g ood
numbers and when I told them of the I ntei:fraternity Council
idea, especially ;. ,be~i~d the
to stop, th_eir defense was that at the time of the sexual
MU B, wh€re he oft.e_n parks.
-they were ·· merely compli- harassment incident, said "I
.S-enior M .ic'h_a il . f elber
menting the girls. I never tl]ink they know what they did
commuted from ,pqyer last
condoned their action or stated was not right. I don't think
3/,eir. H~ said _," '•)(s ·u sually
that there was nothing wrong anything like that will happen
· p,q~tty. ~asy ·to finq a spot _o ut
with it."
again."
·behind th~ , MU 13, or over hy
Babcock." But, "he: added, "'I
to~k the Kari-Van-a)(it, J,ecause
· ';.: · · · · ·
.it was easier."
. Fewer .parking ·stickers were
.is.sued _this _ yea]f,., B.~rgstrom
~aid. Flanders ~peculated that
more students ,may be riding
their bicycles or ·walking .
. :. Some, students ..are. leasing .
space · from fraien:1ities and
sororities. ···1t is possible more
students are car pooling,"
Flanders said," but the
Commuter T ransfe.r Center has
no current record. of the
r;;-----------:;i
number of carpools at ,UNH :
- - _· I I
•
I I .
Part of the parking problem
I
I
resulted from the "building
boom" of the 1960s. New
-_ , I
-_
.,
._
~
"_'_
-_
-_
_._
_,
__
_~
__
I I1 -_~
buildings were-constructed all
over campus without adding
~- - - ·- - - - . --~adequate · parking facilities,
Flanders said.
"'When · new buildings are
planned, it recommended that
resource·s be set aside to deal
. with new parking and traffic
plans," Voll said. "Many towns
have laws stating that if you
build a new business you must
provide on.:.site parking." No
such stipulation exists at UNH.
"'The only way we're going to
solve the parking problem is to
build additional facilities"· in
Making your own clothes is about the only way to compete
the form of parking structures ·
.
discounts on famous-label fashions;
Sweaterville
with
.
said•
Flanders
lots
surface
and
"'We are trying to preserve as
Sweatetville is a factory outlet, with no middlemen between
much of the campus as possible
us and the manufacturer. ,
while still gaining space.''
· That's why prices are lower than "discount" on all kinds of .
. In addition to restriping, the
blouses, sportswear, shirts, skirts and rriore.
sweaters,
· Parking and Traffic CommitWe offer names like Old Colony, Crazy Horse., Bonnie Doon,
tee has instituted other
programs · to help relieve the
_and Century name just a few. And others we can't even advertise
parking situation. One is the
because prices are so low---but you'll recognize them instantly.
placement of attendants in the
At Sweaterville, we have fine clothing for the whole
lots by Thompson Hall and the
.
University Bookstore.
O-lot, behind the Bookstore,
now has 35 spots designated for
orie hour parking to be used for
short term University business.
"This program has been very
successful," Bergstrom said.
She estimates that the new .one_
_hour spaces a;-c · used at least
100 times a day.
The Committee is considering developing short term
parking· for a slightly longer
duration for faculty and staff
who . are here on University
·
business.
Flan,ders · emphasised that ,
the Parking and Traffic
PORTSMOUlll, Maplewood Ave., (603) 436-5521;
Committee would like as much
input as possible 'from the
University community.
Blouin & Co. 545 Boylston St. Boston, Mass. 02116
-..
·The committee is planning a
LACONWLAKEPORT, Elm St.; WOLFEBORO, South Main St.; NORTH CONWAY, Rt. 16;
Ave.;
Maplewood
PORTSMOUTII,
series of open meetings across
S'fOWE, Vf., Mountain Rd., (West Plaza); HINGHAM, 222 North St.; WEST DENNIS,,R!, 28, (Colonial Candle Plaza).
campus. The purpose i_s to give

---KAPPA SIGMA-:--

a

For a Fine
Breakfast Buffet·

Howtobeat
~~ ~-~Sweaterville~s prif;~S
on brand-name fashions.
: :. Bonnie Doon : :

to
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( conti~ued from -p-age 2) , , ·

quier ~fficient way:•• Wetherby difficult time for the victim and - need for .increased attention - registrar's office . wanting· a ~and _they·:~e.re_very stra-i-ghtfor. said.' ''I think she has maoe we try to go 180 degrees from paid to child care and ·certain reduced load, or to withdraw, ..war:d, , very willing 'to do what
.
he or she might be sent overfo 'th~y coultH o--:helpt?'--.,_:, , ·q uite a ~ontribu'iion :since she the stereotype that police ~re areas of curriculum as ..well.
,_really h~lpful
_
a
~
s,
f
••sh.
.
·
_
"Afacv}ty
me,"shesaid.
to
talk
with
students
-female
the
For
said.
Flanders
insensitive,"
here:"
been
has
Schroeder said.that statistics children, child care "is a big member may also refer ·a .- person/! Brown conti'hued·., t'I
According to Dave Flanders,
. -. .·appreciate_h,e r profe~sionalism ·
UN H Director of Public pert~ining to rapes and ass~ults issue," she said. "It really student to me:"
.
t:o -and he•r friendship.'! '.
-decline-ct
Schroeder
the
and
cours~s
their
affects
released
.
Safety, ·-SHARP . piays a at UNH are not
Assistant Director · of
des.cribe any specific ·cases and
"critical role" in the prevention because they "aren't as . effort which goes irito them."
"My guess is that for males their outcomes. "I would rather ~ -eside'nti~l t_ife Scott Chesney
. of sexual as_sault and rape at important" as two other facts.
"The first is that b·y with children the issue of child not name any departme,~ts ~:h areq J li:~wn 's opinio_n. ··
UNtJ. '"T_hey ate working very
·"Nancy- is . one of .the most
· · conservative estimate 30 care is not pressing," she said. which might be involved,". she
hard, ~':he said.
·stimulating . _professionals I've
According to Flander~. the percent of American women "If the male is married or living said.
Schrneder also supervised worked ·with, ... he _said;. .. She
biggest problem in deijling with · are' attacked sexually;" with a woman, the woman is
organization of fresnman thinks heyond the immediate,
the
sexual assault and rape is that · Schroeder said. "The second usually the prim_ary child ·care
and is described by and· ha-S.·-- a broad view of the
orientation
provider."
the
between
women
that
some incidents .. aren't reported fact is
Director Phyllis field and of s·ocial issues."·: i,,
Hall
Hetzel
Schroeder said one
ages of 18. and 25 are more
at all."
Schroeder .-said her· contact
really refreshipg
"a
as
Brown
which
from
change
curricular
victims."
be
to
of
likely
Flanders attributes some
· representatives of the
through
with
cut
to
tries
who
person
be
. Schroeder said the figures do women would benefit would
this to the ·. occurrence .of
is :-a "pretty good .
.
University
tape."
red
in
focus
the
of
expansion
the
the
of
re~lity
.
the
reveal
not
acquaintance rapes. '"The two
~nts, faculty, and
stu9_
<;>(
mix"
minority
a
bring
to
wanted
"I
·
History
...
. people know each other, and issue. "If only IO percent of the the study of history
administrators.
campus
to
program
awareness
wellthan
other
one
no
at
looks
not
is
it
rape
report
victims
get
to
the victim doesn't want
"'That is the beauty of my
to-do males," Schroeder said. in order to get rid of stereotypes
reflective- ," s:he said .
the person in trouble .. hut the
Sch-roeder said SHARP's "But it is underneath that · regarding minorities, " Brown · position;· . 5c.hroeaer said. ··1
victim · should at least work
·goal is to ·increase co·nscious- pinnacle where all connections said. "I brought the idea up to really see how 'UNH works.";
· with us in a preventive way."
. Nancy and the orientation staff
·
Flanders said reporting an ness of issues and "help UNH are ·made."
be
must
which
issues
Other
services,
of
areas
in
incident "has to be an resoond
individual decision," adding education, and environment." examined are equity in pay
-.'"UNH is responding but scales, the treatment of the
that "a victim often is not
looking at things in a rational change will take a ~ong time," mostly female operating staff,
(continued -from page:7)
Schroeder said. •·1t will be safer and the retention . and
manner."
faculty,
'"Logic sometimes goes out · when women and men become promotion of female
· better job.'' Morse made that .. _. Letter~ i,nit:-l:lting, lhe _sear.ch
s·he said.
more conscious."
· the window," Flanders said.
statement at Monday's for the new,Sec;..rch·com mittee
Schroeder. who asked that Academic Senate meeting.
But Schroeder's concern
"I encourage all victims to
.were . alt~aqy,, distributed. .this
report _the incident .to the . with. women's issues is in no the interview be limited to her
to StebbiAs. ·•rve week with the hope of ending
According
police," Schroeder said. "But way limited to safety. There are . professional ·interests, was never · worked with a more the searc;h by,rthc s·u mmcr .o f
~-,- .
we don't force anything. We're other important factors .. to . quick to point out the other diligent committee . To end up · 1984.aspects of her job.
not going to take control over remember, she said.
··1t·s abnormal
said,
i
r
Condo'
we
after
without a candidate
"I was . hired as Dean of felt we had· six excellent how fa,st thGy- think 't.hey-'11 'do
One is that ••women should
the victim's life, her body."
the ncxt~scaFc,h .•, _· . ' ': .. :.·
Flanders emphasized that be hired as oft~n as men;" she Freshmen," Schroeder said." A . finalists is faµs.trLating."
- ~...-,-..p. --·- _,._
SHARP and_ ·Public Safety said. Another is that the "total major part of my job involves
have a common concern for the student body is bette-r served responding to th_e quality oflife
welfare of the UNH communi- with both men and women of UNH freshmen," she said.
Schroeder sajd she is one of ·
. ty and said he suggests victim administrators and faculty."
resources available to
the
innumerable
have
·
"Males
just
not
Safety
Public
contact
for prosecution purposes "but role models and women don't. · _freshmen having academic,
also to start a support base for What does that · mean for our financia·L . or emotional
problems.
. ~tudents?" Schroeder asked.
the victim."
"If a student goes into i.the _
Schroeder poi'nted out ' the
"We understand that this is a
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Take pictures for _
The New Hampshire
See Jim Millard
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Jodi's Homecoming Specials

Quarts of:
_
Pale ClubSoda, ½and½ Tom Collins Tonic,
-Sugar free Pale, Sugar free Tonic Water,
2 for$} .09 or $5.99 a case

.

Jobi 'g
36 MAIN STREET
DURHAM, N. H. 03824
IELEPHONE 868 - 2021
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-~1:--~~;~;:Skis:- Bossignol s:r:ci>rDPS~1,80
. cm·•s_"greaf condition, Caber ·soots Size
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F-STATHIA. Yeia sou i<oritsi mou! Pos Pai . '' c:~.~g~;t•u ~lation~ EL~E)'f Q~ ;~~co~ih/a
to Diet? Tharthis na fas Pita: cp9u then
'little! · Sister ati SAE·.·'We , knew " they
t,io~good sl;iape. CallAr::idy 2:."1-292or868eh.is mano1Jla ett:io") Ke M&M'$ Alla na
111louldn'(NUKE.y_oµ! ~!"'.' '· .,·,~ ,;_;.,,;,,,
_.-9)a3.0: ~WO or BIO. , .
min · adinatisis. . poly.. giati . ta dgoria tjs
Devine women. ' J.eann;e,_-i Jta~ , .- ~,r\d
ellathoS thelone Boutaresf ·Kathe- K'iriaki
1 Apar,tmeht ' to Subl'e tf 0·,1i ftlust iSUbleti i;,y
f;AlcaL Gx-40000 Reel to Real 4 :track. 2
Rita~.. prus Patty and , Pam (ni,c,e .to ,i:neet
F-stath'is, .,"then
vradi;" ''Kerol'in. ~··' leei
, .,ap~rtmen~) fl ;T\Jdp~ Hal~for.1?e~t se,mt;i$fer · 'channel, 2 speed with sound. Askfr,g
you!!) f hacla great time "Friday-JMy feet
$200,~
., . .
•.
.
. tf,a · ~a11,a ',(ao pot.es!'·'. . aj?o emas; E
and summer • (Surnn:ier ·op(iof1al) . .Brand
are
~··still'-'- rii.oving ..•Ui~mks ;for ' imiitir'.lg •
Pantatines files sou. · Yeiason stathaki!
new r:ooms, ., largEi · :' k-itdhen'"J'.2.' •·Sirik ~·Yard '.Sale: Saturday., Ociober 22.12. PM .
me .. ,-Bob. ~P.S .. Patty, Graig seems ·li~e, a
Ag-api
Ke'
Filia,'
Caroline
and
Soula
·. bathrpom, : ,_~H . 11tilitie5\ Jn~lu~ep. , ·great Lunt.il,wec're sold _out! Route 155A.(Mast
Hey Ho'r ney Boy Brian. I didn't want y9w to
.r!?al_n'i.ce guy!!
'
' -- ',, •.,
roommat,e ! I pay , $2~Q/r;no_n ih, . may
go five yel'!rS withou't-a personal; s0.here it . Phew! l·tliought those ·were typos. '
. rAf~e-i: T-ecee ·~ an~. l.,eewood
. rd HAVE JOY. QNE Must 'sHARE n.
~negotiate i-f necessa'r y:'CtMve:hient: dose -iHP~~)
. is!· \:;o.ve : Ya, ; The -last _of·At,e Cuddling
prc:tiards on the left: See you there !
Lost: A 'tan Baraci:lta at Webster House,
HAPPINESS' WAS BORN A tlWI~ .. and
to town. ·OaU .a_68- l6.02; ..;ask¾foh h.es,lye.
· Bunriy Rab~iJs,
.....,,
:~
· ._
Sat. Ni!e. ( Oct . .-1 5) .~ize XL. If anyone
,share _we ·dip ._..what a w~e~end?. "J'han~s
''i:3,l'G' ;vARD ' SALE- Antiques . furnitur~.
l FQ~:•8en£. un'f urnished
N-:el/.\irnafket on < fogs, . d .o th'es. f~bric: 1~F5~ Occ·· 22 -23.
by
mistake.
Please
c:~11
Sue
at
pick·
e
d
.up
Gretchen_
, Barb, -Brenda,'Tim ~nd'Jbn Fcir
\{1/h:at are you -d0ing,Thursday, Oct. 27? If-.
.,K,ari V~n ijo~t-~, 8,f\i)C,IJ,I L~J;D,up,lex., Eiye
868-9812. It's very important. it's my only · Fr•iday night .. excuse ' i:ne · .'.> . Satt1rday
Rain Dates, 29-30. One mile down Ridge
you're from Wrrisn. X-se_o ;· or Hul:>bard.
:-B,etlrooms. · ·Great : ··;stuci'i:tnt' ' R'eiital. ,.Road from Ridge . Store on , Rt . . 4,
' coat! :cHas , jnitials· . -S.B. :inside. ~ ~nd
m0rnirrg-,.. it,_yvas definate!y :','ul)ique" ..
How about.going to the Ha.lloween Dance
·..O'a~mage i depo:Sit ,an'd '." R~fer'eFVcEfs !(Northwood.
·
· · "
• in Phil.bFook·?VVhat ~!3•~st! D~_nce Cont~st · belongings_. in pocket.
c1nd,fuP.:· You}! a,Jlb~. happy 19.~now .th~,t L
. ~equired:.:CaU 659-29,0.:2-,w,ft . ,.,·,,,
.,; · .,
- ·
·· · ·- · ·
- Costume, Pri_zes. & a special surprise
found my key.-. .see ya at the, next happy
BEAM US UP;, SCOTTIE! It's time to party
hour.. B~b P., from Hudd.-:, ~.S .<· Than~-s ;
c_Bediopm ,a\lalla61e :in '1medh.o.use shared ' ·Fo:R ' liALE: ·· typewriter: · Montgomery · from Andre, Rob'iii, ·Peter: Susan. •Gary . _illiith you.
.
_h · ·
· ·
·
.Brend_aA 0r .goir:ig "0.u t of, your way" for
- l:>y students. For more inf6 ca•lfAnr:iette'at / Ware : · mar:1.ual _· po_rJable - in 0• .perfeet and Diane! Be there - Aloha! : •.
look outlJNH there' is a new WSBE man
659-6286:' -- · . .:'. ,:,-2 U:.- '.; n t', ' . ,., - . ,c,ol)ditjon - $75. Can be. seen at 24 l (28)
mo( · and Gfetch, I put yoifr' name first
· Williamson . Call · Cynthia 8'62-3004' for
Hey you ·cute SAE little sist.erJ Qoes' tl:iis
0n the loose.,. cong'r adualtions Gregg
_,. this time.OK??
; AVAILABLE 1Nllv11i:01ATEL.Y*'·q ,,1 bedi-oom :J:fippointmEint. ·
·
·
.·
mei!n more stairs_~t night?! Ye'a h!! Gqod
thisday
RENEE:
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY!
Hope
He! lo-every~ody; . have a great 'A·ighl:
'.: a
. . J~artr_nenti.r:iDurha. _,IJl
••.~r-u
._
..i.f>, \.f.uralcSe_t, ting
- .............- - - - - - - - - - - - - luck! I'm so··happyfpr youJ tov·e, Your '
. ,For· Sale: •Fuji Montery _bicycle. .In g0od
R
·
~
·
.
· ·· - "' "'- .
• is ful.1_ o.f wonderfµI sµrprises! Stay
· J s_urroun<cte_d qy · fiE:!Jds) ; b.ikiflg, walking
condition. Includes panniers and, rear
- oomie
'· --,, '
..
-- Hi Bet-h·· .... .,.:.......... moreover-, I hop.!! it
golden', 1,.ove ya! Denice. · ··
·
rack. s 150 _Carl at 868 _2082 _
· , Mike from .Aca~ia would lj,!<e to. apologize ·
' ais-tance: to" UNH. ·call · Do:u'1(or , Cla'udie
comes out we_ll _
.,IJ2 A TTEN'TION ATTENTION ATTENTION
;; .868,26;14, ev,e ni_n1j"s·arn-q; 1&eekends: · r.;_
,......,_....._...__---'_ _-"--,-_...,.._..,.,,.___
t9 K_im .from Dee Zee. H,e·is -s orry for his
Where ls Carol.? ,
Cozy 2 bedroom dupJ,ex lo,~ated ,nea(,Bow ·1!;)G9, Plymoutl;l - Valiant . . Body' st rong.
actions last Frjday. He hopes you accept . ATTENTION To: Marienne P.. or . Burnt
· 1-1;11c, II.IV; · Lab friondc · ;n •lo·ct· 'cc,,mo;,,tor'c
t-li. Julie, n t,v.,, ari:>n-'.t Thu~<>day night:, ju:,t
Lake n Stratora , NH 20
.
t
f
. ·Engine· gono . G"Qod for · parts. S 126.00.
Ills ctpo109y wir11 che une1ersu:1 r1cu119 tl1,at
, _,, : 1•
, .. , · •
·' t
, m,nu es rom ,·.C
.· all afte..r 5:00._ p._m . ·749°.4.4~7_._
'
_
Soil-plant
(502)
c(ass.
lab
4
on
'
great?,+\11 t.hose MOB browtlies:
-------'-----_.;.;-'---...;...;...;:;-...,.;..;..______
he,.definitely didn't mean v,,'1-at he said,
· [)urt-iam Faculty, staff;graduatestudents
$
days
.
3:40·
5:00
p.m.
From
·
.;,.._---,......------------------,--------~
V\{ed·ne_
l or pr0fess1cinal people,preferr'ed:,$325 .00
; .FOR SALE: ,F=RONT WHEEL ORIVEJ 976
Ple.ase accept his ·apology!
Andrew _'Drew· . Horton . who· deeply
Linda: than~s for the n9te; good luck with
F.RESH MUFFINS... are being baked every
plu? ut-i.lities: C13116.6 4, 9!>41.or, 664--9009 . ,l;fONDA WAGON, AM -FM, NEW: Radials,
appreciates your.assistence last year, but
the paper: arid ltnink I knowfhe answer to
<;/Brakes· (all around). complete exhaust. ·· morr,iing ' at Humphrey's Deli. i:now-open . . has·been un·a ble to locate yoo.(Remember
your question.
.
.
,
_· .
..
; battery, dependable, Foofrack, great in
. for breakfast seven days week. For, Jate .,
Oh good, Carol is here at last. ,
~oyal Hotel in ·Kathmeflor -''and ;Komodo
~
snow $950.00 o, bes> offeL Call Lau,en
Nse,s
a,,e s~n,;ng !><••~fast untH
.Oregon) Woµld likf! to hear from you since
you are notjQ the S_tudent Reglst~r in. T- · ·What dedication; you are,,;, l'ldt ~wen
. working tonight.
'Ha11: ,_ ·· · ·
,
' ·
Beth: we · have these ··two great
Ptirple Purple·Potple.' Hi Eileen in Mcorye.
Rastafarian ·c1wafves fgor you and a
How'sAhe scel'le? Purple Purple Purple
broomstick,
."
.
"
. 18 years or older with (1cei1te ' ii'i good~;
Jove ou·r breakfast! :- . . .. .
d.
·h ·
$3 35/h
------.---.----------JCD,: _C ongrats_on your election . Wt,ats
stan ing, ,car wit . in~urance. . .
. r.
Electronic repair - Expert service
BROCCOLI AND HAVARTI OMELETTES.a
next SBP? I'm_loqking :forward to a_weat . Squa~a: Congrats on"\"NSBE! Afld thanks
r::pl_lJ? :,tips- , plu~: , '!111e,~~! _e_X-ft>~l;l$eS, p~1d. , ,;computer and s-tereo e.quiprnent: FacJ.ory
re now being ·served a(Humphrey's, Deli
semester.' Big·Brc, ·
·
for everything Wednesday night.(Even if I
_, IQf!';ltre at ; DomJOO 5:, P!~z,a.. Spaulding , . authorized repair center for Epson. Dotfor breakfast: Check our• .our .large
was hur:ting- Thursday ·. rnorning)--little :'" 'rurnp·rke; ·after- 4:00 P.M' ., '
. . . r_ .l\'llatfix ·printers and specializing in North
select.ion -otdaily specia_
l ometettes.
To Ken, Hunter arid john· of Sigma.,.Nu,
~isters will be a blast! I'm psych~d._L-ove
,: ' Wc>'rk--Sludy iaboratery_ ttie"1Mfotan want~d . Star,,Zenith andTRS:-80 microcomplJters, . BANANA PANCAKES...can be. found at . ,The Cpcktail Pqrty was fun .. Thanks, love - ya, El, , ··r
. ~, ,(or); Jack~on.,"; E~tuitr)ti:e dlra!!)orat9ry,. at
;,A~B -ser~al-, s~1tches $75.00 Call Field
Humphrey·s· Deli wh'ich is now open for
Pam,'Beth and NoeUe .
' NUKE A-6!1!!
;'. f-d/1rqs .~?,i~t: !:xperi,~ns~r in. la.bo~a.!?ry
Technical· service at--:603-664~5058.
breakfast 7- days . a week . . Open for
TO PHI _MARYBETH :- The Coc~tail Pa_rty
. -procedures • .ge-ne'.r al 'e rrands, - and ·' Why settle.for e-xpensivi:l imitations when
6reakfast until 2:3.0; on ,Sat. and Suf\.
was great!! Tflere ·s·•a· lot more fun ' to
Th;ere is a man· on this campus with a '.
' .defensive driving . helpfuL -· Own f'.' the -real -thirg costS· less?-Get·MUS.ICON
- -......-------------------.come. Get psyched ' forothe ' P.D!I Love "· wandering lO!'\QUe~ watch.out for him_or
:!.i;a,. r;,_s_pp~t~t ion :- e~s:enJif'ilc_, \Ca I) · .Peter _, WHEELS_- ·for you. r ne_xt par.ty. for rates~call -: Daniel T. You 're an. incrediQle marcher
Noelle
·
he'l.1 g.e t yo1i when_you least exp'e cf it!
'A · t
' r862· 2175 l ·~ '
:3
·
butl'mswelcanteachyot.isomeoff-the• r qns rong a
,· · : · · ·:
· · John at 749 - 31 3'.
·
·. field moves! It's time you were-sadistically
HAl.:l.:.OWEEN E_
X TRAVAGANZA: _in the
'Eiurnsie: ,Y.ou··\1re a ~r,e~it t~ the°'. hum·an
' ''~ull ancfPart· t'im;e "ppsiH6hs 'a'ri:i 'nov1i open '. 9 ' to - 5 Secretarial Service. Professional · beaten about the face arid neG~- Serio\Jsly
~U~ Pl,JB, Friday .Octqber 28 cosftfrnes. . t~ce. I-bet you ,e ven help old' lad'ies cross
Dan, let's go out this weekend and
prizes. popular .OJ. · bev'er'ages all to
the street. Thanks for saving us.from the .
at !i·icndl_r \Ice cre'amfshopl in -~·fampto~. · typing and , word:'; :.processing . student
"f'"·(-6?m~y 2Q, mm,utes ..~way), J.q9-ki_ng.JQ,,,!:1II ", ,·papelfs,,Be.su-m:e--sE:1Fv,iee.,--1,$,Str,if\_
geB-r,idge,
perhaps we can ·get' togeth'er for some
benefit the UNITED WAY. More details
.killer bee~. Drinks today? XOXO .
Exeter. NH (603) 772-9585.
·:
guiltless... ..
, '·. :·
~- ··.,,
l~ter ..... : .. , ,
.
· JO- Hope all .. goes well with the Peace
} night time ~nd week~ndlpdosd1t1,onps. 0'-!_1ck
,----,---,--- _ _ _ _..,
",. I hea.r.d Ha_n oah. M .· .. has someth.ing to·
money... tips ar-e me u e . os1t1ons
won't last long so hurr._y.__ (::a,11 92
. _6
, .. -.66,2~, . ,
Jay, you vagaborul/' Th!>nRS, a lot _to,
. .
Co,ps. lft_heywoi,'ttak•youfw;H(;fthat's
-----------.,,,
.•,-,....-..-.--;..-,,,.-.·.. - -- -, ---· _-,-,; ;,
. getting in touch.with me in the last month ·· do with it, so . it should be a ·good time.
any consolation.) XO MM
, Amature photographer is •. lookitig for • ', :
.you -· i;:tink! I . guess we 'll _have to have
Everyone , go! . HALLOWEEN . EXTRAVA:t. female models tq pose , for Glamour; '
,
H~·mecornin~ once ·a week 50 you . can
GANZA! .
.
.
1
-~ Swimsuit. Lingerie a:nd ntidi'p~pfos\ ;Ptty: · ';come up..here with a legitimate excuse.
What a. feeliAg. Dancing for a,Jif~!! JJ,e
!~~ ~eel 1 ~~~t·
a~le
ti~e~ t~~
J1 ra~QeS 4 tof$~p~rhour :_Youw~. 1~.[.~~ivlfi . W~~tED:·soFAORSLEEPSOFAing<?ocf
'1e~ember - . "you've got an open
Hetzel Dance-A-Thon isback: lrveoai'lds
photos}!!!!!!!!!!!!!"
mirnmun
rs . pay per;,,;$ : 1flf·"' ,;_->:'•condrt1on . ~Please call Ann or Rhma · ''invit'ati'oo ." CAL·
an(;l ' prizes. ' How does a week., in
___________________
photos WILL N9T be offered- for "sale, _.,.._afternoons/eitenil'lgs. 868- 1880.
GENT _A l-UMNI! _let's show the new
BERMUDA soun.d? _Go for it·, it's only 48
Jucie Hangover, I'm psyched for _this
• unless you request that they be sold. For
· ·
. .
,
.
.
',
·p k
·1· bl
? an apJ>lication write; Photo. PO BOX 32, . GET. INVOLVED! . Non -Student Senat:or . wussy s what 1t s hke to . have . a party. hours! · Registration ac ets ava1 a e wee~end and your wee!<end ·brunch {me-.
·"· N. li~rffpt'ofi';'NFl:' 0386T'AUVinqi:i'irfes'a1-Ef"'"'-~~1nf'e: ,Nigh t ,()Gt9"2'h
S,=i7"·8.,,p,n,-.,,Mf errimack, · _Satmdaby n 1g~th wilf hbe_ ba nig~t h tdo t : ~ i;.H~rle~e~~~-~~~B De.s ks 'and from ·
to9'\ 'Juice) '. ·.
::
-~ ; .
·,.
:,tonfiden'fial. , . _ ._ ,_, ,. ,-.!~- < · ,a,=,·":''·•r:"' .Rm, The 5-_ tu<1~nt , en.1te,, 1s, or: ..yquLije- - J_
~g;i_,e
. .m .e r., .;8 rrg ton s ,:3 __11. e_~pun,s e
_ _.;...._ _ _ _ _ _-,-....-------'-Linda ....;.Hi~Yoli aretheg;eatest.•(Sorryif
'}ARE YOU GOOD WITH KIDS AND A
there!
. .
.
.
severely ... don)laugh.,b.~t.z. '. .farrar-!~.l\,IM ''Hey8ear -,, Qon'.tworrys~oro9q~,,¥ou'.llget.•: .-,..this . perspna.b-dQ~~n;t- souncj, eight, l>ut'
""
.,
_
-.
.
·s
d l'k
p
I Off
t
AHHHHOOQO ... DRI.NK BEER, but
everything done! Get psyched for a fun , Greg F.' wrote it). Love;·Doug: -·
;;,.HA~D dWORKER~ ~fried JO~ ~sl coo~s
oun s . 1 ea ersonne
ic:r o me.
PLEASE.. .NOVOMIT! Wives Jo spenci the
weekend. Champagne Pu, ch!'! I love you
ca·ro1 - 11.ove drinking with you. Gre_g·.
-<jas~ •· river. an a aroun
e per in
Roy: What a Big Bro -- No - clue!
•night with Oscar!
more than ever, kid!! Lucky.
-!,office and school may be for you. Room,
Please ... make a committment Loser!
·
-----,,.-----------s ·0
s Wth
r & G d 't nf
1
,rB~grd, Group health, plus $175 per
Thanks for keeping me in live. Craig.
All Stoke 4 a:lb'mni are~t <:>rdially invited,Jb .>< 'Hey,;FrElshrn~n Campers an<;IC,Qun.s'~IQfJ.i,~i,, .
~X--,, • : • ~m >(s reg;) ~n ,/:~
J; morft-'%':i;l:) 11quiries to: Greg Heath.
---------------go .t~ 1_,elJ:: Gopdtose~\ ~omeofyou,the >-,.-Ar'e uh'ibi\l.l.etsg~t'togeth¢rAkto.oar,i:2:8 / ",,_1t. :P. ·~vsygu~S!s1 , 1sa •_ expot .an
} Horiwn-',s Edge,, Se,hqol, Canterbury, . NH
M· Thanks for the French Toast Get rea.dy... otb'eiiJ,; eh? f.:!ave fun~~rinking _on Y._D.
Friday in the MUB ·PUB. At the 1-'tallpween · (Purity) P. See you at 8 .00.
. •
~-;:- 03224. ·\ _ , · ';; · :. ·_ ,.,,~. ~' ,...,,"','-,.,-~ • ,•,,.,
this ~eeke~d sweet cheeks. l.l Y 0 . ,Also," you ca if only dr.fl'lk there 1f you re
Extravaganza; Dress up wifh your group
All .New Hampshire staff: go to party~to
⇒ - Tutor Ne~ded:
tie :taking R~~.I Est-ate.
_ro_,E Tetreault ~~f Sigma .~u): I want you! · unemployed. CAL :t,
and bop to the Boston's WHTT's tunes . · meet your friends at staff party; see
,; Sales_pers,on exam and need ·,!~~~aJ~~e< :..: ~an I ha.v;~YOU ~l 111 ~ur~ ! only ~neon a
Skitz, you criti'er. GET:i A Rl:Al JOB! Let
Boss. Yor"e doing a diverse job in our
d_ir_e...c_ti_o_n_s_i_n_o_f_f_ic_e_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
, ·· with Real !'estate l\.llath. Perc;ent.;)ges; feet~~;; ,r;fo~.g hst _ok :yvors_~__ll:ll:l!i!fS·_,. but. I II keep · the sun shin~e:fn Saturd-ay while we drink,
diverse organization; even .,-though tbe. , . What Catnip_mug?_
?. land, etc .. ,in simplified layma(l;$. t~,;~ _;-.i ·/!J 1p g. l:,~O~.for..p,e.c.'~.s~~r~t admirer. P.S. ,.. bot pray for ct.ouds SU:Flday morning. The rest of us · are strai:,ge, .· diverse ~rid C--- -1--N--.-----0--K----h......J________--._:_D_
¥' Exam is N,QV. 12 so need asap>Call. Jlidy' .,,Yom are '~;__gr-eatNdapiGerln;,mancer!!
. snowman cometh! CAL
'
diveq;ely strange. Keep op t.~~t ey-ard Wo'/-k,c;
' arg .. · ·a_n_,-:,;. a.t y . are SP0!1Sonng ~ . '
Mr. Dubihus. and let's. do the M:-U- s ~
' Ger&\ :Jook-.a·· ·11,k,~ ,: coote~t in ' Rm. ,72 .
;· Woodwortn days' 772-1226 eves. 772- • What is g·ood in 'l ife?Tb have a little bro . Attention all NH Gentl~hlen Alumni: Your
5065. - · i
.:
' .,.·
~- . who ·has fresh, homemade cookies . 6.ne hundred oollar don'ation (each) will be
O- cheer!! (then drink) ' Y,qur~ '. BusinE:!sS;:·J gf;dg:,~;~l!~:~t~:5c~~~::f~.~w:-~ants see
_ _ _ _..,._ _ _ _ _, ..,
.,·!"'
, _....,
- , -'-":. :\':
,. · ,deliveredJo yoµ_r.-room just becaus}L.that
accepted Sa~urday nfght at Cal's! In
Manager.
· ~- -'.? • ,· -:, · ,, La·~rn·I ~ f-iap~y Birthday .. -y ~ fimi"lly

To the Buli: Our marathon last Friday was
'truly- amazing .. too_ bad i have_to leave
today. But then again, I wouldn't want-to
be the one· ,responsib.l e. for sapP,ing _yo·ur
str.e ngth ..; I'd · wish you good luck for
· Sunday, but yo·u don't need it because you
_ h:ave·enough skil_l;.drive ao_c;t dedicati_on to
_pe.a ·vvi.nner ,without it. · ·
· ..
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, __. .;
_,,,. · . , .; ·pso/ch~~s_. Dunl>aL•
He ,s good ,n .- lofe. Stay
ioturn fo, yQm gene,Ous donaHon. you
Mllcllllneou1
·riwe mr9!
" ,.. ~-~ . , •·., ·
.will receive or.ie hangqver (each) Sunday
~for -Sale _·" -.,;;;.', ~ , ! ~· ,WELCOME BACK MARY .LOU-AND·BETH 11},ornihg. Al_umni '-'.'lives are_ requested to
~
_
_ I MISS YOU BOTH SO MUCH! LET'S ·_ spend the night with Gtiarlte Dear.
..,,,, '"'"'
•HAVE A ·w1EOWEEKEND! L:OVE, LISA
- BRUCE: we want your :body! Your jump

1972 Saab 9~8i,80,000 n:ii(es,; v.ery good.
LARRY.-MCG .• it's great io have you and
ropi9g really.-lurns Lis pn. Whip us! Don·t
conditiO:n. an service -·records available·
your bgd Jokes on campus for · cheapen yc:i~frself with. t~at bimbo (You
for~.ed to sell by end of November. $1 ';000'.
HQM~COMING! Get psyched for- rnor.nmg
know -who. we !"Tlean) \/je_ II pray .for you,
.Call 431- 7680
da'cgs '. -1'.be Queen.
-,, . _
okay? Don t QP in any grrl s rooms - but 1f
rechnics RMS 45 Stereo Cassette Deck '
. ' . .- : : , '' ' _;:; ·_
.
~ ; you do, say'": hl to Rcl:iss! See you at
'f with Sendust Heads, Fluorescen't ',Peak Spea~mggf g,y,es~s; ~ow p_o you hke UNH, breakfast! " S.ue from. Hubbard"
· '.· ,_:,; _a nd · Debbie J · ·? Hope
·
.
•
- Pam ' B"
t Meters, Solenoid Controls/ Flawless!
yo_u:re psy_c hedr-·
·
For the Om._ni trivia ; buff: If Sa,mmy
c $125.00 Cail Pete After 5. at 742:7422.
,.-,;.-,-------------------...----Schistosome 'iooms out of the computer

,,
·
'
,,,
f

C

e y\.eif,
luck
the ' f'fomecoming
Sears Refrigerator- Excellent ~ondition,
-' H·
la•ac~U
'm Good
sure th.
e ,.sixin "girls"
waiting for '.
1 2.9 cu.ft. approx. 6years old $125,00 or . yoll ·at- .tl}e finish fine yvillbe worth the
BeS t Offer 8 - 3 :3 0 p.m. 2 - 14281 Jan~t .:· " eft0rt!l;..ove; Lor. '' ';;, ·_·'·r
- -- You'JI ne.verl beat Torn S
ar.id
1970 Chevell Malibu- V-8 .307. new
his ' dad; .thouJj'ti:
.
tires/ chrome rims included!!, new ..
battery/exhaust, recently paintecb
Te the wonderfuYladies o(50'Elm Street
·_ bl.uelwhite top, pinstriped; ru_ns okay: . i'n Newmarket: Thanks•
the . birthday
,., · 1ooks really nice. $850 or bl-o. Calf;Jeff ai · cake ..: I! ; rnad~r · my · day~ From your
862 -3112/leave message.
c
· handsome, rich and . inc•i-ediQly
sophisticated neighbor.
1 ~75 Toyota Celtea St. Coupe, new paint,
exhaust, brakes and radials, 33 mpg on
TO THE !,.ATE TKE's: : Too bad you got
recent tune up, ' ony 68.000 miles.
kidnapped, had to chan·g e your.shirts. and
practic;al first car ask·ing $1,500.00, for
swftered tremendous abuse· at the
more info call Mark at 868-524 ror see it
·
at 25 Main St. acr_oss from the post office . . ;,crocktail" party !! People don't get much
mouffashionable th'an you three! Well, all
Hand stitched, .genuine i,ndian: leather
i_n ·all. we .hope you enjoyed _your pre party
jacket. Never used.Also. le:ather overcoat.
·warm-ups With MTV Toooo funny ! We
Call Pam at 2-3208.
had a great time anyway. Love, your
punctual dates.
·
For Sale: Vital information- aboUt :·
''UFO's": booklet condensed from .thesisTo my Gumby . guardmates: You're an
-sophisticated intelligence analysis. Ask
awesome bunch of chicks. -Let's do an
for WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW at Town
.awesome performal'lce this weekend, too.
& Campus, or send $3.00 to author (John
love Pinky.
,, Oswald, P.O. Box 65_
2. Hampton,. NH
RJP Jr.- Happy Anniversary Honey! Your
0.3 842). Arrange free, group meeting wi,h
Bat,y Blonde Loves you .l:oreverl. 1_ Oct . .26
11 926 · 639.5 aft er 6 :30
-au th)or (wn·1e.
is oufday_a.nd my every thoug·h·t _1·s yo· u· rs -··
· or ca
p.m
Our- memories will last a life time. Can't
for Sale: Two MoodyB.luesticketsforsale'~- wait to bei'n ..y9ur. ar.ms.to spend manf,
for Oct. 23 at Portland. FaAtastic -aisle
more nights alone, tog'e ther. I miss you seats at $12.50 each. Call 868-2439. - '"' tons_!. All my love, Lcir.i P.S. Can I Have a
KEYBOARDS: 1979 fender rhodes ·elec. . Hug???.
•
p.iano, 1979 stage-73 model in excellent
Find a partner and get registered, the ·~
condition. recently tuned and overhauled 1984 DANCE_:A-THON is· going to be
by ·. E.U. Wurlitzer, $600. Ace tone
bettet ~than ever! You'll be helping the
N.A. !(idney Foundation and maybe win a
. electronic organ. perfect secQnd keyboard
for _ rock orga_n sound, $80, , MXR
tr;ip to Bermuda. Registration Packets
command series stereo flanger. $~5 . Cati . available . at area and Mub desks. and
-.· . Bill at 868 -192-4. , . .
-. ·
. · ,-;,
Hetzel Hall residents. '. ·
.
_.
..

,t

for

0

~

~~\l%c~~,1;;~,i;,\~sm,~1r~

•

say.

F,_an!!

We 11111.

.-'/i;Ji_i, \'§ ·''"l\"L:------ ITTad1; ;; _,,- love YOU.- Xxs"K1 _:.-

0

.-

mademoiselle? Shot a[)y, ·l;ilcJnks ., fately? , • , ..,.... . , , , ·
-·
..
Watch out for those bowling p1r\ men,- yve ·, . · s -eili".."' VI/hat's it like to · be THE
both know how it is.} l~~iJl'li_~ -;. rude~i[;t£{:1f\vest1gat)ye reporter at ·uNH. Now ·she
something?PattywouldJhil)ldtw_a ?rud.~'~;'.',::'cao~sing, ·dance, act and Scoop. How; do
Keep your· .. you know "Y_h'.f t-f \ retioactive- :,;:fy~~-J i~e.;,scooping? Wanna try, scopil'lg?
or wh.atever. More alte~:r-;1t1:ves to,.? . - :·:-o .fhank-s for the good work. Anorexia neyer
Bill. here ·it is. your long await:eo ~iirsonat . ·'looked~so good. - Ed. .
.
.;
I know. I know it took me 'fong· enougt, .
" What do you say to game ofrackeiball in
Kathy and 'Ray. Yup Sports and reading:go '.Nov. '88? or maybe sboner. What ·abotJt
hand•·in .l")and.
·
;
,..~: . .
happy. hour and the w 1·ne dept.7. Ortho
Man will do.
_______________,._ __,._

in three
es, of
how
1£)119 will-it
ta_kwhile
e hi'm
~Mhei1rn.~1·frDtah;e~p~rfoth~o~~m:anTnt~1esre·g~o.?1~n~g~tro~e~r~aarsyet~tahinell
. ,-,
· to
guzzleminut
a quart
grapefruit
juice
.
munching on~ awesome brownies with a
pen11y bal.an.ced on a coat hanger?
have to be of the highest quality. Have the t=:
To the perso.n.,wh9_picl<e~_.up my walle.t_in
face-reddening a11d fist "clenching effect;:
McConnell ;:last Thursday_ thanks for
andaboveallhaveahighsuccessratein
....,... ·
-the -"R_ub her face in it'' category. -·
.. ;
being so honest!
::::)
GOOD LUCK, to all 'o f y.ou ·in the UNH
WSUSEBYEl.~.,on~ratualations on getting into .
MARCHING BAND this weekend. Show .
them whatyou·v~got! Love, the Alumni
.· ·
Band Members (NM 2 ) (we'll be ttie ones
-· c-o•
drinking bloodies on the sidelines).

(Gf..
_
'','R-~
.»"'?EC$.
.fu'E·X~.
-~T=.
lW_"G-<-wsx&_,,..,T~O
- ·.-~•.."·,;·-~
··,..': _,.

-,,,~-,==~,-·.:_:_·
.

'

,

k
.'_:!Peabody C_o_mmunicatio~s :
=«.~,:~_
-,_·

I

Robie-

WANTED: A pair of used· ice skates size
8½. Will negotiate price. Call Kathy 8687377. Thanks.
The Commuter Transfer Center
lnt-rodYces tf;ie ~UNH Mediator Project.
Come to one of two informational
·ffleetings. Tli'ursday., , October 27, 6-9
l:).m. or Wednesday, November 2, 2-5 p.m.
Carroll Belknap Room . . MUB . . Fil'ld . our
what mediation reall{\s.
,
.·

R. B. I'm so happy to see.you· finally 1-we
are gonna have a fa11tastic 5 days! We
have to make.up for all the lost time . But I
know as soorfas we see
each other it will
' time
·
feel like there's-'been nn
ap_a rt. \(Ve've
made it.over_:a year (n:~t too s.,hapby). We;
have so much more td do .. Mt. Climb, Live
dangerously, picnic,dt ink more Beaulieu
vineyards, and use-your c.c. xoxo)(o, SH ,
,__
.
,,.
- :--- .. , .
-Th:e' Do_ver Men's ·Basketball, League i$
...eonducting sign ups nowthrµ -October i9'. - ·
Games are played .· Moh day . and Wednesday ,e ven·ings at tfie Butt~rfield
Gym, beginn'ing November]. ·F~du.tln_e~
information ~lease call the R~. Hotlin~ at
742~571_~ - .
· ''··
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Happy .Annivers_ary! ·
ti
Oct.· 26 ··;. ►·
I / LOVE YOU! -------,_YBBLORI

~. /

'",

'.

HAPPY~
BIRTHDAY
KIMBO!
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- ROSES
IN
DECEMBER
c-

CIf-you like our lunches you'll lov~ our hre~kfast!

.A film about Jean Donovan, a religious
lay worker killed with thre~e Maryknoil
11u~s by Salvadorean security forces
in December 1980

Op~n for hrea~fast ·
Delicious omelettes, fruit pancakes, fresh.
muffins, breads, an'd all the breakfast ,regulars
can, no~ be found in Durham ·
_;,

breakfast hours: 7-10:30 weekdays
7-2:30 Sat. & Sun.
29 _Main .St•.Durham 868-5151

Wednesday October 26th 7:_30 -p.m.
Carroll Room, Mu,

Will also be shown at Women's Studies Bag Lunch
Noon: Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, MUB -

,•

•«~,,;~
.
Sponsored by Students for · Peace .
·in Central America
subs}dizeq by PFQ
- •

•

a

•

JAZZ PLUS
Men's & Ladies' ·

FACTORY ·DEFECTS

up _to 40% -OFF

Louise's S-p ort Sho-p ·
-Mill Rd. Du'rham , 868-5 -141 - --',
-

~

.

'

SaucanJ~ MAGIC
Men's & Ladies'
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( continued from page 24)

being moved around by Garber that has been outstanding all
_and the substitutions seem to year.
be keeping everybody fresh.
It is going to take these types
Seth Worcester, · Mike . ote.fforts,andevenmoreasthe1.:
Pompian, Tom Cloutier and. Wildcats travel to Providence
Rob Cardon·e are beginnirrn to - t_onight for a big matchup with
contribute to an offense wh>~h the nationally ranked Brown
Spiegel · and Pilot have beel' University Bruins. The Bruins
carrying for much of the -::ire currently ranked 17th in the ·
season.
co • .,try and will provide · the
The midfield has really tougti- --.t competition to date
tightened 1,.1p thanks to the . on t_he UNH schedule. Bu't\
e_fforts of Moorman, Fancy, - rnnkmg can be and often tim~_and Walters. Co-captain Kevin are misleading. And based on /
Reusch continues _his fine play the Wildcats aggressive iplay
at back, and along with Scott during the recent homestand,
True. who is playing well combined with Chidekel's
despite his leg nearly being in a · shrinking net, UN H is in a
cast, and Mike Neff, with his prime position for doing
_multiple talents, forms a trio som~thing drastic in Providence.

Jamie Walters inanuevers · around a D-artm th d fi
·•
/
··
battled to ~"0-0 _tie.(Rob Bossi photo)
ou
e ~nd~r m action Wednesday. The hooters

Volleybal l teain shows .youth .
team. · Chaltas is -a . po~erfu-1
Today UNH travels ,to
By Steve Langevin
Talented ·but inexperienced hitter and great all-around Verrrioni -to· take part in the
__.
UYM Invitational, which runs
describes this year's . UNH playeL
"Thalia
has
the
ability to be tonight and . tomorrow. With
women's volleyball team.
This team consists of two one of the _best players in the Thalia Chaltas back in the lineseniors, captain Karen East over 'the next couple of ·up UNH coach . Ford 1s
Beardsley, and :: Ann McCor- · years," commented Ford. optimistic.
· "I think we shoufd · either
mack; one,: junior, Melanie Bechard is also a fine allWarren; three sophomores, around performe-r and hitter. fini·sh ·2nd or win that
Sue_ Bechard, Beth DeSwarte She and Chalfas lead the UNH tournament," she said. "I gave
and· Jennifer Selldorff; and six offense. _ While DeSwarte them yesterday off so that they
commandeers the defense of w~,l!ld be well-rested goi_ng in."
freshmen, Thalia Chalfas
"l ~m really pleased ~1th th_e
; Co_g~~n ~ody, _ Irene Darris: UNH with ~er -J ine backline
- , , - "- ·
- :.,,
-~teams _pertormance this yea-r;
. --Kare11.. -Asbl!ry, Mary· Bayer', · play:_ ' UNH plays an extremely the attitude of the players is
and Kathy Boyle.
·
Outstanding performers this tough schedule that includes . great. and th~y all :work very
·
year
have been Beardsley, Division I powers Providence ha.~d m pra~tice,' said Ford . .
.
.
T~ese kids really want to
Chaltas, Bechard a .nd and Penn State.
The UNH volleyball team in action this season. (Jim Millard .
"!t is tough for us; playing play,
addded Ford: "S~e.
DeSwarte according to UNH
. photo)"
·
Bech?rd has been playmg with
coach Carol Ford. Beardsley is agamst those teams, because
an exceptional setter whose many of them have _ many ~ . pamful abdommal ·Il?usc.l,e _
mere presence on the court scholarships to give out; we do mJury a_nd ·Colleen Cody 1s still
recoven~g f~om a concussion,
helps to st~bilize thi~ voung I)Ot,'' said Ford.
but she _is still playing."
-

<

·T ennis women

defeat .NU, 5-4
· By Kathy Johnson
The UN H women's tennis
team won a very close match
against a very strong ·
Northeastern team, Wednesday, 5-4.
It was the doubles teams who
_pulled it off for the Wildcats as
· all three teams were victorious.
The first and third doubles
matches -went three sets before
UNH could finally win : The
team of Chris Stanton and
Diana Fischer battled to win 63, 4-6, 6-3 in the#l spot. The#3
team of Lise! Banker and
Marney Dean fought an uphill
battle to win 4.:6, 6-2, 6- 1.
Hilary BraAch and Wendy
~rowe were able to win quickly
m the #2 positio,n, 6--0, 6- 1.
"It was a gdod win," said
UNH coach Russ McCurdy.
"It . was a good team effort.
Everybody did their best."
Amy Walsh played an
e x _c e l_ 1e n t m a t c h a g a i n ,
defeating Northeastern's Ilene

SPORTS SHORTS

-FIELD----

Lieberman 6-3, 6~1, to extend
<continued ·from page 24)
her unbeate·n streak to ten in
the #I singles spot. Ann G.
Sherer played extremely well,
defeating Monica Brishca 6-0,
the team and from there on we
6-1. in the #5 spot.
pounded them." Rogers also
_ !he annual UNH Ski Team Jog-A-Thon takes place this ·
Veterans Lee Robinson,
assisted in one of Karen
Fnday ,and Saturd~Y: wit_h sixty members of the men's and
Sha_ron Gibson, and Shelly
Geromini's two goals from one
womens teams part1c1patmg in the 208 mile fund raising run White all lost their singles ,
of UN H's twenty-five corners.
. The twenty four hour trek begins at the Canadian horde;
matches to very tough
With the aid of an -excellent
competitors. Freshman· · Just _north of Colebrook, N.H., at I I a.m., Friday and
.
performance
form Karen...
cont1~~es southward through the night toward Durha~. The
Cornelia Sullivan lost a very
· Dumphy UNH held Provirun fm1_shes Saturday_on t~e UN H outdoor track at 12:30
close match in a tiebreaker
dence to only seven goals. The
p.m~ pnor to the homecoming football game .
after three sets in the #6 singles
other two goals came from
position.
Barb Marois and Mary Ellen
.. The singles players are
· getting a little tired, but we'll · ~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~-----~---•--- Cullinane adding to -the team .
_effort. A~cor~ing _to Leary "
have a little time off before our
_
our scotmg 1s so diversified
next' match," said Mccurdy.
among our players that we've
''We did very well though. We
really become _quite the team."
beat a good team ."
With a · record of 8-2, the
FRIDAYWith just five games left in
team will close out their regular
Soccer
at Brown-, 7:30 P.M
_
the season UNH will host
season at Connecticut next
U Mass which should be the
Volleyball at Vermont Invitational
Wednesday. This w'ill be a
biggest game yet. UMass'
tough match for . the team
goalie Patty Shea has ten
because Connecticut beat
shutouts and has allowed only
Northeastern by a decisive
two goals in twetve games.
SATURDAYmargin.
Other U M ass players to watch
Football vs. Northeastern, I PM
are Pam Mornyl and Sue
Field Hockey vs. _UMass, 12 Noon
Packard who will definately

SCOREBOARD

FIELD HOCKEY - UNH 5, Providen~e 4
SOCCER - UNH 0, Dartmouth O .
WOMEN'S TENNIS - UNH 5, Nonueastern 4

Ski team jog-a-thou · .

SPORTS SCHE.DOLE

Men's Cross Country at Easterns, Smithfield, RI
Women's Cross Country ·v·s. UM ass, Vermont,
URI, ! PM

pose a threat to ·Balducci's shut '
_out record . The game is being
held on Memorial ·Field at
noon and if UNH defeats
U Mass the outlook for a
playoff spot is even brighter.
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~·Sports
Andre Garron, a tradition of excellen ce
B~ Aaron Ferraris
Family tradition can be
tough to live with. J list ask
Andre Garron.
His father is a former AllPro running back for the
Boston Patriots. His -brother
Arnold is a senior AllAmerican safety, who is certain
to be draJted ,by the pros.
Garron has some big shoes to .
fill.
That is, he had some big
"hoes to fill. He is makin!! his
presence felt on the college
football scene this fall.
On two consecutive
weekends Garron has scored
four or more touchdowns to
bring his s.e asoh total to twelve.
With six games completed,
that'~ twelve poin_ts a game.
Not bad for a guy who could be
· playing defensive back.
Last year at this time,
Garron was a freshman
corner back, co.ming out of high
school as the second leading
scorer in Massachusetts his
senior year.
"We coaches aren't really all
that bright," said UNH head
coach Bill Bowes. "It took us
five games to move this guy to
tailback."

And_re Garron is the. UNH football team's leading ·rusher,
receiver and scorer this season.(Jim Millard)

It took them a who.le season a particularly important factor
to get him on the right side of in his training.
the football.
"Usually Arnold and I work
Garron has proved that he out together in the summer, but
belongs there, if orily by the
he was · at school .most · of the
impressive stack ofawards. he's time. He told me that I had to
received in the · past \.Yeek.
balance my workouts and that
Garron was named by the if I wanted it, it's there - I just
Yankee Conference, ECAC, have to go out and get it."
Golden Helmet, and Sports
Get it he has, and in true
Illustrated Offensive Player of Garron style. His . stats read
the Week.
well: 6.7 yards a carry, 26.4
Around Framingham, Mass, yards a catch, 45'.7 yards per
where. Garron went to high kickoff return.
school, they weren't surprised.
"I don't bother with my stats.
They've seen an entire Garron I can't think about statistics,"
backfield before.
said Garron. ..I have to
During his sophomore year concentrate on playing football
- at Framingham South, the · as well as I can."
starting backfield was Andre at
Playing as ·well as he can has
quarterback, Arnold at meant speeding down the
fullback · and their cousin sideline and slipping out of the
Donald at tailback. There w~s grasp of tacklers. It has meant
even -another cousin at tight lunging .after a seemingly
end.
uncatchable bomb and coming
Garron 's success this year up with an unexpected catch.
has been a surprise to him.
Thi.s kind of excitement has
"I trained as hard as I ever brought fans to their feet all
have this season. When I was season.
moved from defense to offense
Playing football to the best
I started to work more on speed of their ability is something a
rather than just trying to Garron is expected to do.
strengthen myself."
For once, Andre Garron is
Garron 's brother Arnold was · not doing the unexpected.

.UNH hooters tie ·B ig Green
By J. Barry Mothes
_to ·Mike Pilot, who sent a 10w,
with equally a·s much brillia-nce,
For -the second · time in the
hard drive tow·arps the_ goal.
or t_h ey skidded wide of either
,past week and a half, 110
Only a tn;mendous diving save
post.
minutes of soccer failed to
from the Big Green's keeper
Twenty minutes -of ov·e rtime
produce a goal, as UNH and
kept the contest tied.
couldn't decide this game and
Dartmouth _played to · a
Dartmouth also had a few
the Wildcats cro,ntinued a stingy .
scoreless tie on Wednesday excellent - chances to grab a . defensive stre1'.ik that hasn't
afternoon at Lewis Fields. ·
lead. Two dead ball kicks early· allowed a goal in three games.
The ho~estand ended the in the match almost connected,
Goalkeeper Adam Chidekel,
wayitbeganversusHolyCross but fortunately Adam
after missing the Babson and
on October 11th: plenty of Chidekel, who had a superb
Keene State games, has come
chances, no results. Much of game in the goal, was able to
back strong. With shutouts in
'the play on Wednesday took
control the incoming balls.
each of the past- three home
place within the middle fifty
With fifteen minutes to go in · • games, Chidekel's blanking
yards of the field .. Neither team_ the first haff, _Jorwar;d Peter
total rose to five an~ his goals
was able to suslain an. attack Spiegel kept things a:~'5 zero, _against dropped to a fine 1-l.
for very long, as the ball _was clea"Ting the , ball off the liri.e
Despite the disappointment
sent back _and _forth cont1~u- - after ~ corner kick by
of the two double overtime ties,
ally, makmg 1t a game_ or-'Daftmoti_th.
' both in which the Wildcats had
keepaway from the forwards. - As the second · half was
a definite edge in the play, the
• One of the best Wildcat running out, it became clear
team is playing their best soccer
opportunities came just ten ·that this was just going to have
of the _year. The forwards are
minutes into the game when -to be a tic. Some brilliantly set _SOCCER, page 23
' The UNH field hockey recorded their third straight sh_utout
Mike Pompian nodded ·a pass up _shots _were either -stopped,
Wednesday by blanking Northeastern, 5-0. (Jim Millard file
\
photo)
·

moan1ne LINE
,

Old
Grad

Steve
Shubert

UNH

NU

UNH

UNH

NU

UNH

UMass

UMass

UMass

BU

UMass

UMass

U_C onn

UConn

Maine

Maine

Maine

UConn

by 10

-UCUfTTT

by 3

tsrown at
Holy Cross

,i

-n-c;-

HC ·

by 14

UC

UC

HC

Brown

HC

ND

ND

Notre Dame
by 5

use

USC

ND ·

USC

w.vIrgmIa
by 3

Penn St.

W. Virginia

W. Virginia

Penn St.

Cornell
by 10

Dartmouth

Dartmouth

Dartmouth

·Dartmouth

I

W Vtrg1nia at
Penn St.
Cornell at
· Dartmouth

\
W. Virginia . Dartmouth

Penn St.
Cornell

-·

Steve Shubert is a former Pro Football player for the Ne~ Erigland Patriots·and Chicago
Bears. ~he Old Grad was 6-Uast week, beating out Bob Lobel (4-3).
·
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By Ann C. Sullivan
The Wildcat ·field hockey
team handed Providence
College · a loss Wednesday as
they increased their winning·
· st:eak to three straight 5-0
wms.
This third victory also proves
go a Ii e Robin Ba Id u cc i ~s
winning streak to four shutout~ ln a row for 'a total of
seven. The senior goalie has
· only given up seven goals all
year otit of fourteen ·games.
Leading the scoring for the
Wildcats is freshman standout
Karen Geromini with nwe
goals and eleven assists,
followed by Laurie Leary and ·
Mary Ellen Cullinane .
.

ljU

by 6

uconn. at
Maine

USC at
Notre Dame

Ray
Routhier

Kathy
Johnson

Steve
Lang_evin

Greg
Flemming

U1-in

Boston University a1
UMass

3rd shutout

.

House
Line
Northeastern at
UNH

Stickwom en .get

t

J.
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But it was a total team effort
for this nationally tanked team
that enabled them to overcome
Providence. The first _half was
scoreless with some opportunities that weren't capitalized
on.
.. We just couldn't put it
together," according to Patty
Heaps. Heather Reynolds did
an excellent marking job
holding back Providence's
leading scorer.
The scoring blitz didn't start
until ten minutes into the
second half. According to team
co-captain Laurie Leary .. Mary
Rogers made the key goal for

FIELD, page 23
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